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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
!.United Press International In Our 90th Year
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky CoMMunity Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, March 5, 1969 l0* Per Copy
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. LXXXX No. 54.
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
A geed reader drops this by
for your cogitation, rumination,
contemplation, and yes, even
exasperation.
"Dear Uncle Sam:
"Why do you allow me only
$600 income deduction to raise
my child for one year? When
you allow $1,200 per year for
a Cuban refugee, and if the
Cuban boy or girl is going to
school an extra $1,000 per year,
$2,300 to keep a man in the
federal pen, and he doesn't
use the family car; $158 per
month for social security for
retired persons but say I need
only $50 for my child's month-
ly costs.
"The Vista Training Program
costs 3.1 million to train only
202 young people. This coats
(Continued On Page Twelve)
IVSCS Paris
District To
Hold Meet
Members of the Women's
Society of Christian Service and
Wesleyan Service Guild thr-
oughout the Paris District will
hear a report from a mission-
ary to Sierra Leome, West Afri-
ca, when they convene for their
A annual district meetings March
13 at First United Methodist
Church in Paris, Tenn.
Registration for the Women's
(Continued On Page Twisive)
New Concord
Honor Roll•
Is Released
B. R. Allen, principal of New
Concord Elementary School,
has released the honor roll for
the first six weeks of the sec-
ond semester. It is as follows:
Third Grade - Mitzi Redick,
• Lesia James, and Laura Jarrett.
Fourth Grade - Rickle Hor-
ton, Linda McCuiston, Steve
McCuiston, and Cindy Williams
Fifth Grade - Mary Jane
Lehto, Judith Kimbro, Debra
Dowdy, Mary Kay Bonner Krit
Stubblefield, Dwight Sears, Ben-
ny Pittman, Scotty Newberry,
Randy Herndon, Roger Hendon,
0. B. Garland. Bobby Futrell,
sk and Steve Ferguson.
Sixth Grade - Jimmy Jar-
rett and Janet Williams.
Seventh Grade - Quentin
Fannin and Cathy Pigg.
Eighth Grade - Marsha
Ernstberger and Joyce Winches-
ter
Ladies Luncheon At
I Calloway Planned
The women of the Calloway
County Country Club will hold
their first ladies day luncheon
of 1989 on Wednesday, March
12, at noon.
Members are asked to make
reservations by Monday by call-
ing Mrs Don Robinson 753-5528,
Mrs. Cleburne Adams 753-1238,
.11 or Mrs. Bill Crouse 753-352'7.
Other hostesses for the lun-
cheon are Mrs. Max Beale, Mrs.
J M. Converse, Mrs. Thomas
Emerson, Mrs. Stanford Hend-
rickson, Mrs. C. H. Hulse, Mrs.
Max Oliver, Mrs. Wells Pur-
dom, Jr., and Mrs. Allen W.
Russell.
Bridge will be played start-
ing at 9.30 a.m. with Mrs. Bob
o Billington 753-1799 as bridge
hostess.
Calloway High Band
To Be At Tourney
The Calloway County Band
will be at the Murray State
University Fieldhouse for the
game between Calloway High
4 School takers and the Nerth
Marshall High School Jets to
open the Fourth District basket-
ball tournament on Thursday at
seven p.m.
Mrs. Carolyn Pigg said the
band will be there to help sup-
port the team for this opening
game. The band has played at
most of the home basketball
games this year.
•
MODELS - Thais two young ladles ere taking parl in
a "Charm School" for Purchase Area teen-age grr(s and their
mothers. The event takes place at 9:30 a.m. Saturday, March
I, in Mayfield. Pictured are (left) Beverly Rogers and Jayne
Scott. Miss Rogers is the daughter of Mr. and 'Mn. Glen
Rogers of Lynn Grove. Miss Scott's parents •re Mr. and Mrs.
Arlie Scott, 1500 Chestnut Murray.
(Photo by Graham Wilkins)
Spring Style Show
To Be On Thursday
The spring style show sched-
uled for tonight at the Student
Union ballroom has been post-
poned until Thursday at eight
p.m.
"Welcome to Broadway" is
the theme of the show to be
sponsored by the Women's Stu-
dent Government Association of
Murray State University. The
show is under the direction of
Mary Jo Schneider, a model in
Louisville for the past three
years.
WEATHER REPORT
untold Poore nosereissiosoi
by United Press International
Fair and cool today, high mid
40s to low 50s. Partly cloudy
tonight with chance of light
snow southwest, low upper 20s
east to 30s west. Mostly cloudy
Thursday with rain west and
central.
Kentucky Lake: 7 am. 3543,
down 0.1; below dam 302.8, up
0.4.
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m 354.3,
down 0.2; below dam 307,8, up
2.1.
Sunset 5:54; sunrise 8:23.
Moon rises 8:37 p.m. •
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) -
The five-day Kentucky weather
outlook, Thursday through Mon-
day,
'Temperatures will average 3
to 8 degrees below the normal
49-58 highs and 28-38 lows.
Precipitation will average 011111
half to three quarters of an indi
or more early and late in the
five-day period.
Charm Can Be
Yours, Topic
For School
planned for you.
Two such meetings have been
scheduled for Friday and Sat-
urday, March 7 and 8. The Fri-
day meeting will be in Mc-
Cracken County Courthouse, Pa-
ducah starting at 9:30 a.m. to
12:30 pm. This one is planned
with the adult woman in mind.
The Saturday meeting is sched-
uled at 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
in Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist ,,Church in Mayfield.
This one is designed for the
mother and her teen-age daugh-
ter. Teen-agers from the Pur-
chase Counties will model in
a fashion show under the dir-
ection of Mrs. Jeanne Elliott of
the Jeanne Elliott Shoppes of
Mayfield, Kentucky and Martin,
Tennessee.
Both meetings will be open to
the public. A small registration
fee will be charged to cover ex-
penses.
FREE COLLIE PUP
Hedley A. Swift has a col-
lie pup to give away as a pet.
Call 489-2111 or see Swift at
his home, two miles north of
Kirksey on Highway 299.
---" ONE CITED
One person was cited for
driving on a revoked license
this morning at 3:20 by • the
Murray Police Department.
S. F. Holcomb
Dies Tuesday
At His Home
Samuel F. Holcomb, Ioniser-
ly of Murray, passed away
Tuesday at one p.m. at his
home in Lexington, Tenn. He
was 90 years of age.
Mr. Holcomb moved from
Murray to Lexington, Tenn., bi
1932 to become manager of the
Holcomb-Porter Wholesale Gro-
cery business. He had retired
from the business, but was still
serving as an officer of the
company.
The former Murrayan was
the son of the late Samuel C.
and Sarah Caroline Holcomb of
Murray. He served as chairman
of the Murray Board of Educat-
ion from about 1915 to 1932,
and as secretary of the Murray
Rotary Club for fourteen years.
Holcomb was one of the War-
ray men who was instrumental
in the establishment of Murray
State here. He was also one if
the organizers of the Murray
Church of Christ here about
1901. His home was on West
Main Street in the house now
occupied by the Jesse McNutt
family.
The deceased was preceded in
death by one of his sons, Frank
Holcomb of the Holcomb Chev-
rolet Cempany of Murray.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Irene Porter Holcomb, Lexing-
ton, Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs.
Ed Knox Boyd of Bolivar,
Tenn.; two sons, James R. and
Sam C. Holcomb of Lexington,
Tenn., who are in business with
their father; six grandchildren
including Mary Frank Holcomb
Karr of Murray; one great
granddaughter, Leeangela Hol-
comb Karr of Murray.
Funeral services will be hill
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Pafford Funeral
Home Lexington, Tenn., w4111
Bro. Charles Thomason a nThe University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension clothing Bro. B. L. Caddie officiafing
leaders think "charm will be Burial will be in the Lazing.
yours" after you attend one of : ton. Tenn.. Cemetery.
the charm schools they have Friends may call at the Paf-
ford Funeral Home. Lexington
Tenn.
District PTA Meet
To Be March 29
The spring conference of the
First District Parent-Teacher
Association will be held at the
Reidland Elementary School on
Saturday, March 29.
Mrs. Frank Kolb, Jr., presi-
dent, said that registration will
start at 9:30 a.m, and the meet-
ing will be adjourned by two
p.m.
Members of PTA groups in
Murray and Calloway County
are asked to make their reser-
vations with their presidents
by Friday, March 14, u they
have to be in Reiciland by
March 20.
Hazel Woman's Club
Plans Hat Sale
The Hazel Woman's Club will
sponsor a hat sale at the Hazel
United Methodist Church on
Friday and Saturday, Mart 7
and 8.
Hours of the sale will be
from eight to five p.m.
each day. Mrs. J. W. Jones,
president, urges all women to
attend to get their hats for the
coming season.
Anticipation Were. Than Shot - Miss Tana Duncan gets ready for the electric -shot
gun" TS skin test administered by the TB Control Division of the State Health Depart-
ment this week te school children In Calloway County. Miss Duncan, third grads student at Al-
me Elementary School and daughter of Mr. end Mrs. BM Duncan SOOTS to be prepared for the
'sheet", which really doesn't hurt at all The skin tests will reveal setts, TB cases and those
dected will have treatment at once In order to control the disc.,.., quickly as possible
_
Collision Occurs
Yesterday On
Chestnut Street
Two cars were involved in a
collision yesterday at 5:15 p.m.
on Chestnut Street, according
to the report filed by the Mur-
ray Police Department. No in-
juries were reported.
Cars and persons involved
were a 1988 Volkswagen two
door owned by Carroll Volks-
wagen, Inc., Chestnut Street,
Murray, and driven by William
B. Collins of Route Three, Par-
is, Tenn., and a 1988 Plymouth
two door hardtop driven by
Jerry Wayne Walker, 1059 Wil-
ford Street, Mayfield.
Police said Walker was go-
ing west on Chestnut Street
and had stopped for traffic.
Collins, also going west, failed
to see the Walker car stop in
time to avoid hitting it in the
rear end, according to the po-
lice report.
Damage to the Volkswagen
was on' the front end and to
the Plymouth on the rear end.
Enrollment
For Spring •
At NISH. 6737
Apollo 9 Crew Makes Transfer
To Lunar Landing Craft Today
Michael L. Pierce
Serves In Viet Nam
(1)0482) VIETNAM (AHTNC)
Feb-. 19 - Marine Private First
Class Michael L. Pierce, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frelon Pierce of
Route 2, Kirksey, Ky., is serv-
ing with the First Marine Divis-
ion in South Vietnam.
Members of the division are
engaged in large scale operat-
ions against the enemy and,
when not engaged in major
operations, participate in com-
pany and platoon size sweeps in
search of enemy infiltrators.
His unit is also engaged in a
civic action program designed
to assist the Vietnamese people
in completing self-help projects,
such as the building of Wells,
culverts, small bridges and
schools. Equipment and mater-
ials are made available through
the Marine Corps Reserve Civic
Action Tura"
Funds Collected
Final enrollment at Murray For Red Cross At
State University for the spring
semester stands at 6.737 - ex- Basketball Game
actly 100 more than a year ago
rn
A total of $205.35 was co)
sin Gantt. lected at the 
Murray-Weste- - according to Registrar Wil-
The record figure for the basketball game for the Callo-
spring term Includes 5,924 full-, way County Red Cross, accord-
ing to Robert 0. Miller, Food
Campaign Chairman.
Solicitors were members of
the Studint Nurses Association
- Kay Whittington, Marion
Kraft, Cathy Enger, Marsha
Hendon, Aubrey Ricks, Bettye
Page, Cheryl Webb, Gloria Bot-
toms, Terri Whittaker. and Flor-
MSC* Walliser, president, and
members of the Ranger Corn.
time students and 813 part-
time students. Graduate enroll-
ment climbed to 676, highest
during the school's history for
a regular semester.
Murray State's all-time en-
rollment high was reached last
fall with 7,334 students. A total
of 375 graduated at mid-year.
Agotinft the decrease -in the
&lumber of students from the
fall semester to the spring se- pany of the R.O.T.C. Cadets Mc-
mester, Gantt said a fluctuation Cormick. Campbell, Lee, Un
downward in enrollment is nor-. derwood, Lossener. Applewhite,
mai at most universities. :Parsons, and Fengall.
"Murray State has about an These groups were selected
eight per cent loss," he said. because of the long-time assoc.
"which is just about the aver iations and ties between the
age, considering the fall enroll- American Red Cross, nursing
ment and the number of mid- services and the military ser-
vice. Containers were made by
the University Dames Club.
The fund campaign will con-
tinue during the month of
March. Donations may be mail-
ed to the Chapter Office, Court-
house, Murray, or given to any
solicitor.
Officials are attempting to
raise approximately $10,000.00
so that all services may con;
tin ue.
Mrs. Wisehart Dies
At Paducah; Native
$4.50.
A. R. Colley, disregarding
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs
$4.50.
S. E. Bergman, shoplifting,
fined $50.0G costs $4.50.
L. C. Martin, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
C. A. Rogers, disorderly con-
duct, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
P. T. Ryan, driving while ln-
toxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs 34.-
50.
G. G. Evans, public drunken-
'ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. P. Spiegelhalter, public
drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs
$4.50.
M. A. Taylor, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50
L. J. Roof, disregarding stop
sign, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
Louis Romes, speeding, fin-
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
D. G. Rutledge, speeding, fin-
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The reputed world record for
eating potato chips was 30 bags
in 29 minutes, 50 seconds by
Akim Akintola at Manchester
College of Science and Techno-
logy in England Feb. 28, 1965-
without a drink.
Of Calloway County
Mrs. Lillie S. Wisehart of Pa-
ducah. a native of Calloway
County, died Monday at the
Western Baptist Hospital, Pa-
ducah. She suffered a stroke
last Thursday night at her
home.
The deceased was born in
Calloway County, and was the
widow of Charles Wisehart who
died in 1965. She attended the
Baptist Church.
sear graduates."
A breakdown by classes shows
1.906 freshmen, 1,407 sopho-
mores, 1,447 juniors and 1,301
seniors - a total of 6,081 un-
dergraduates. -
Out-of-state enrollment dropp-
ed about 1.5 per cent for the
spring.
Fifteen Persons
Fined In Court
Of Judge Dunn
Fifteen persons were charg-
ed. entered pleas of guilty, and
were fined in the city court of
City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn this week. Records show
the following occurred:
Denver Hobbs, failure to dis-
play safety sticker, fined $10.00
costs $4.50.
Noel Cole, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. N. Coursey, driving on re-
voked license, fined $50.00 costs
$4-50.
J. S. Bennett, disregarding
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs Survivors are two daughters.
Mrs. Frank E. Burton of Belle-
ville,J11.; and Mrs. Everett Fer-
rell of Alexandria, La.; two bro-
thers, Finus Stubblefield and
Early B. Siubblefield, both of
Murray; sister, Mrs. E. F. Butt
of Indian Rock Beach, Fla.; five
grandchildren; four great grand-
daughters; a number of nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Roth Funeral Home Chapel, Pa-
ducah, with Rev. Harold Coun-
cil officiating.
Pallbearers will be 0 D. Mc-
Kinney, Dyrus Stubblefield,
Charles Stubblefield. Billy Joe
Stubblefield, Jack Simmons, and
Phillip Ray, Jr.
Interment will be in t h e
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens,
Paducah. Friends may call at
Roth Funeral Home.
Hat Party Planned
By Church Circle
The Faith Doran Circle of
the Women's Society of Christ-
ian Service of the First United
Methodist Church will have a
hat party at the social hall
starting at eight a.m. on Satur-
day, March 8.
Mrs. F. E. Crawford, circle
chairman, urges the public to
attend the special event.'
Scott Remains In Command
Ship As Others In "Spider"
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
UPI Space Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI) - Two Apollo 9 astro-
nauts, one fighting off space
sickness, crawled through a 32-
inch wide tunnel from their
mothership into its attached
lunar landing craft today and
televised back from orbit a pi-
lot's view of the inside of the
"Spider" that lands on the
moon.
Cominander James k. McDi-
Janus:A. McDivitt
vitt and space rookie Russell L.
Schweickart were spending a-
bout nine hours in the moon
lander, putting it through the
st,“urell L. Schweirkort
first of three days of tests that
may tell whether or not Amer-
icans can land on the moon
this summer.
David R. Scott stayed behind
in the command ship to main-
tain a vigil while his space
chums gave the lander they call
"Spider" its first orbital work-
out with men at the controls.
TV Show
After nearly three hours of
preliminary tests, home televi
sion viewers got an all-business
David R. Scott
look at the two lunar module
pilots standing at the controls
of the seatless spacecraft.
Before the 6-minute 45-sec-
*land space telecast began at
9:29 a.m. EST, Schweickart re-
ported in a private conversat-
ion with doctors on the ground
that he had been sick and vom-
iting "a few hours ago."
He said, however, that the
sickness cleared up. Ground
controllers decided to continue
with the crucial 10-day earth
orbital test flight as planned.
All three Apollo 9 astronauts
previously had colds that de-
layed their launch three days.
There was no indication what
caused Schweickart's nausea.
Before Monday's blastoff, he
took a motion sickness pill to
avoid such an ailment.
The transfer from one space-
ship to another was the first for
the United States. And it was
the' world's first switch of as-
tr3nauts from one spacecraft to
anather through a pressurized
chamber - a tunnel as wide as
a narrow doorway on earth.
The Soviets performed a more
risky spacewalk transfer with
Soyuz 4 and 5 in January.
"Gumdrop, Spider go ahead
Spider, Gumdrop," were t he
first words radioed to earth
between the two components o
America's 45-ton moon voyage
assembly.
Schweickart was first to
climb into the cramped cabin
of the moon bug. He entered
the ship about 7:27 a.m. EST
and McDivitt followed about an
hour later.
"Alrighty, have a nice time,"
Scott told the two lunar module
pilots as he prepared to seal
the hatch between the two
ships. He reported the operat-
ion was performed without dif-
ficulty.
One important test was quick-
ly passed when McDivitt flick
ed a switch that unlocked and
unfolded the Spider's four
spindly landing -ins: -He -toOked
out a window and reported they
were stretched out as they
should be.
A New Camera
The telecast from inside the
lunar module used a new cam-
era designed on later flights to
flash back a television view of
the mein walking on the moon.
(Continued On Page Twelve)
Miss Stuart
Places First
At Tourney
Members of the Murray High
School Speech and Debate Club
continued to receive high rat-
ings in their latest speech tour-
nament at Bowling Green High
School March 1.
Darlene Stuart won first in
dramatic interpretation; Mary
Mataraz.o won second in story-
telling; Nancy Mathis won sec-
on in prose and Deborah Mabry
won third in dramatic interpre-
tation.
Other students making the
trip were Leslie Humphreys,
Wade Outland, Linda Showman,
Jayda Stuart, Wende Flood,
Denny Nall and Laurie Alex-
ander.
Accompanying the students
were Mrs. Ed Mathis, Bill Bry-
ant and Ronald Beshear, coach.
Bashear reports that Murray
High's Speech and Debate Club
has had a most outstandirg
year and they have entered
their last month of competitioi
Debate Team
Wins Trophy
Mike Ward and Ernie Wit.
lams, representing Murray
High School at the University
of Kentuct "Debate of the
Month." won a trophy for their
victory over Campbellsville
High School last Saturday.
This team will debate again
on March 29 against an un-
named opponent in Lexington.
As long as the team is unde-
feated, they keep the trophy.
Mike is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Ward and the grand-
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lennis
Ward. Ernie is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Williams. Both
boys are seniors at Murray
High. Ronald Beshear is debate
coach.
Wranglers Club To
Hold Rummage Sale
A rummage sale will be held
Saturday, March 8, starting at
eight a m. at the American Leg-
ion Hall, sponsored by the
Wranglers Riding Club.
On sale will be good clothes
as well as household items, toys,
and jewelry.
Persons having things to do-
nate for, the sale are asked to
bring them to the American
Legion Hall on Friday night
after seven p.m. or contact one
of the officers of the riding
club to pick the articles up.
' The club invites everyone to
come and take advantage of the
bargains they will have at this
sale, a snokesman said.
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Quotes From The News
IIPITTID PRES8 INTERNATIONAL
LOS ANGELES — &man B Sirhan, on trial for the
Murder of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, commenting 012.1210
plight of Arab refugees in Palestine:
"Israel is no underdog in the Middle East, sir.
those refugees that are underdogs. And because they
have no way of fighting back, sir, the Jews, sir, the Zion-
ists. Just keep beating away at them."
HONG KONG — Peking Radio, warning Russia a-
gainst any border provocations:
"Should you dare to continue to instigate armed
provocations, you will be resolutely, completely, cleanly
and totally destroyed once and for all whether you come
by land, by air or by sea, and no matter how many of
you come or with wham you come."
WASHINGTON — President Nixon, telltng a newt
conference of his reaction to the North Vietnamese of-
fensive in South Vietnam:
"We will not tolerate attacks which result in heavier
cestralties to our men at is that we are bon
trying Co 'Welt-peace al-the eonference table in
An appropriate response to these attacks win be made
I! they continue."
SPACE CENTER, Houston — Astronaut James A.
McDivitt, describing the spindly lunar landing craft:
"I've never seen a tissue paper spacecraft before but
that sort of looks like it."
Bible Thought for Today
The heavens declare the glory ef Gad; mid the firm-
ament shewetb bin handywerk. --Psalne ler.L
The hand of God can/be seen wherever we look, and
our response ought to be that of praise.
Ten Years Ago Todaya
Rid Todd, age 02, died yesterday morning at his
home on 301 Elm Street.
B. W. Edmonds, manager of Valley Counties of Ken-
tucky, will preside at the morning session of Farm and
Home program scheduled on Marsh 11 at the West
Kentucky Experiment Station, Princeton.
In district basketball tournament, 4th district, South
Marshall beat Murray Douglas 73 to 56, and North Mar-
shall beat New Concord SO to 59.
Mr. and Mrs. Barbara Palmer of Washington, D. C.,
are visitihg relatives and friends in Calloway County.
20 Years Ago Today
11
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$4 Ii WON TRANSFERRED Armed to the hilt, San Francisco
policemen stand guard as $4 billion In securities are trans-
ferred to the new world headquarters building of the Bank
of America. Each armored car was limited to $50 million
per load because of insurance requirements.
• soo
U.S. S. R.
AID
MONGOL IA
.1110 CHINESE RATTLE RED-RUSSIANS
Niv4%;
JAPAN
MA
ap ales the spot on
the 5,000-mile border between Communist Russia and Red
China where a serious Sino-Russian battle was reported offi-
cially by both Moscow and Peking. Both sides' suffered
casualties and each blamed the other
WEDNESDAY — MARCH 5. 1961+
Almanac
by United Press intertwine/sal
Today is Wednesday, Mated%
3, the 64th day of 1989 with
301 to fallow.
The maon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The nyirning stars are Mer-
cury, Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus
•nd Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1770, the Boston Massacre
occurred as British troops, an-
noyed by taunting, killed five
civilians.
In 1953, the Soviet Union an-
norrnced the Premiere Josef
Stolln had died at the age of
73, of a crebral hemorrhage.
In 1966, a British airliner
crashed into Japan's Mount Fu-
ji, killing 124 persons.
In 1963, an AirFrance jet lin-
er crashed in the mountains of
Guadeloupe. killing 62.
A thought for the day —
.zaak Walton said, "I love such
mirth at does not make friends
ashamed to look upon one an-
ther in the morning."
SACK HOME - Ending hi,
eight-day tour of Europe for
meetings with the leaders
of the Western World, Presi-
dent Nixon has a big laugh
at Andrews Air Force Bas,.
Md. He was met by Mr,
Nixon, standing with him
W. Et. Jackson, stepfather of Mrs. Norman Klapp of
Murray, died March 1 at Paducah
" Harlan Hodges, basketball coach of the Murray
Thoroughbreds, has named ten lettermen for the 1041-
49 season. They are Charlie Snow, Zadia Herroid, David
Davis, Harold Loughary, Don Stephenson, Melvin De-
Weer*, Rex Alexander, Cliff Cavender, Benny Purcell,
and Jim Frank.
In the district basketball tournament Calvert City
over Sharpe, Bçnton over Lynn Grove, Brewers over
Hazel, and Murr over Hardin.
Mr. and Mrs. ? Clayton celebrated their 49th
wedding annlversarfbq February 20.
Additives Okayed
WASHINGTON:RIM
Federal meat inspection of-
ficials have announced pro-
posals to permit the Use of
a number of additional
chemical additives to sau-
sages- and . several other
ham and beef products_
One proposed change
would allow use of sodium
cyclamate, an artificial
sweetener as a replace-
ment for sugar in the
vinegar solutions packed
with some pickled meats
Another proposal would
allow use of titanium di-
oxide.' an artificial whiten-
er, as a synthetic colonng
in canned ham salad
spread
Agriculture Departm e n t
officials said all the chem-
icals they propose to au-
thorise "are known to he
safe for the purpose
stated . . when used in ac-
cordance with good com-
mercial practices " The
spokesman added their
proposals would give proc-
essors a wider choice of
effective materials and
would make if easier to
produce "more product"
The use of cyclamate in-
stead of sugar in some
pickling solutions. -an Offi-
cial explained was pro-
posed because of a syn-
thetic product would re-
duce growth of yeast when
jars of pickled meats are
left standing for long
periods
Still another new pro-
posal would permit use
of higher levels of an acid-
pnellietang chemical in pro-
ceeds( Genoa salami Of
mid this would allow
proemilen to eliminate one
of the in traditional
aging a step dur-
ing which Mid can form
on salami. Other proposals
included authorisation for
use of several flavoring and
preservative chemicals.
1.os Angeles, one of Cain
ornia's original 27 counties, was
established- in l8&).
Income Tax
Questions and
Answers
Q. — Can I use 1966 income
and expense figures to make a
declaration of estimated tax for
1969?
A. — Yes, this is one method
that can be used. Should there
be a change in these figures
ay* tba,Yaar 1104n ji ist
silent cae be seat. at the
as nihilism! is paid.
One change that has to be
made when last year's figures
are used concerns the surcharge.
The rate for the surcharge was
7.3 percent for 1.968 but since
the surcharge is due to end
June 30, the rate that should
be used for 1969 declarations
I. 5 percent.
If you received a preaddress-
ed package of estimated tax
forms in the mail be sure to
use them when you file. It will
help assure proper crediting
of your payments.
Q. — When you itemize me-
dical deductions, do you add all
of your medical insurance pre-
miums to your other medical
expenses?
A. No. One-half of the prem-
iums paid for medical insurance
up to a maximum of $150 is de-
ductible without regard to the
3 percent limitation on medical
expenses. The balance is added
to your other medical expenses.
This means you may be able
to deduct as much as $150 even
though your other medical ex-
penses were not great enough
last year to qualify for a deduc-
tion.
Q. — Do you have to pay self-
employment tax on income from
a part-time business if Social
Security tax has been taken out
of your regular wages?
A. — If Social Security taxes
have been withheld on $7,800
of wages, then you will not have
to pay self-employment tax on
your other income. If Social
Security taxes were withheld on
wages less Um. $7,800 then you
may be liable for self-employ-
ment tax.
The maximum income on
which Social Security and/or
self-employment tax has to be
paid is $7,800. For additional
Information send a post card
to your District office request-
ing a free copy of IRS Publics-
tion 533, Information on Self-
MURRAY MOBILE HOMES
"A New Concept In Living"
Nest Door to Holiday Inn Ile 753-344e
Employment Tax.
Q. — I have several W-3
forms. Should I send them all
In with my return or can I just
add them up and give you the
totals?
A. — All Forms W2 received
should accompany the tax re.
turn. Missing W-2 Forms were
a major reason for delays in
processing returns and refunds
last year.
Q. — My ex-husband gives
me $175 a month for myself
and two children. Is this taxable
to me?
A. — If the money is desig-
nated in your divorce or sep-
aration agreement a$ child sup-
port payments then it will not
be taxable. However, alimony
or separate maintenance pay-
ments are taxable and must be
reported on your return.
•
•
Centennia
inaort L Loh Iefek by Frank Inerbser, In
thIS Ilummemonenat Berne. Reproduced in
°This New Man: A Discourse I. Portraits,"
edited by J. Benjamin To.. Amend. I Pub.
lee National Portrait Gallery by Smith-
sonian Institution Press, Washiagton.1
Scrapbook.111:
▪ E
Eighteen sixty-nine was Robert E. Let's
last full year alive. He was expending all
his energies as his sixty-third birthday passed
in building up the old Washington College, at
Lexington. Virginia. for re-education of youth
to progressive acceptance of a new order in the
South and advancement of national unity.
Lee realized a particular need for a well-edu-
cated cadre of professional journalists among
those replacing the old, leaders. Hence his round-
ing in 1869 of the first school of journalism in
either the South or North, as a vital part of the
college at Lexington.
A few weeks after the initial student-newspa-
permen began cLasswork with Lee's blessing,
the former commanding general of the Confed-
erate Rebel forces was sought out by Frank
Buchser. a Swiss artist He "came to America
after the Civil War to celebrate the victory of
freedom and unity over bondage and suppres-
sion," ia an annotation given a Buchser oil on
canvas for an exhibition. This Nru Man: A Dis-
course in Portraits, at the National Portrait Gat.
lery. Washington. "Although he did not endear
himself to Southerners by his position, he held
Robert E. Lee in high regard, later declaring
that in his five years in this country the only
great man he had met was Lee. In this sympa-
thetic and convincing likeness, painted a year
before Lee's death, the uniform and sword are
laid aside; symbolizing the man of peace."
Robert Edward Lee's death was to follow, by
a few months, that in 1869 of his older brother,
Sydney Smith Lee, who had resigned as captain,
U.S. Navy, to join Robert in the Rebel forces In
3861.
The General's trial resting-place, by choice, is
the campus of the college renamed in his memory
Washington and Lee University.
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INNARDS AND WORKINGS of the Lunar Module on the Apollo V mission are I US
this sketch by Central Press artiat John Brener Astronauts James McDivitt and Russell
Sehweickart man it on the thiCd, fourth and fifth days of the 10-day orbiting. The crit-
ical period comes im the fifth day, with rendezvous and docking If that doesn't succeed,
McDivitt and Schweicknet could be left with no why back to Earth.
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Mantle's Retirement Will
Hurt Yanks This Season
FT. LAUDERDALE, Fla. UPI-
Two veteran players agreed tod-
ay that the New York Yankees vri-
U not feel the full impact °Mick-
Mantle's retirement until the
sail of the American League
season.
--Tom Trash and Met Stottlemy-
re both attempted to eiplain the
stoicism with which Yankeeplay-
ers reacted to last Saturday's
announcement that Mickey's car-
eer is over.
"There won't be much reaction
until we go North, open the season
and Mid there no No. 7 sitting in
the usual spot," Mid Tresh. "Ev-
erything is informal down here,
we haven't seen Mickey since la-
st September and there is no re-
titration of what has happened.
"It will hit us when we get
into the Laminar clubhouses and
when the games start to count,"
Tresh continued. "We all hate to
see him go, naturally, but the
ileal reaction hasn't hit yet."
Stottlemyre explained the sit-
wition as similar to that when
Whitey Ford, the Yankees' great
clutch pitcher of the 1950s and
early 1960s, retired.
"It will be like the days after
Astros, Expos
Have Trade
Problems
The deal which sent Staub to
the Expos in exchange for Alou
and Donn Clendenon was technic-
ally voided when Clendenon ann-
°aced his retirement without
signing his contract for 1969. It
actually is in a stateof suspended
animation, bowever, because the
Expos went to keep Staub and the
Astros want to retain Alou.
The problem is to find &player
to take Clendenon's place, to tra-
de or to talk the long ball hitting
first baseman out of retirement.
„John Malik, general manager
Lir the Expos, and Spec Richard-
son, his counterpart on the Astr-
os, scheduled a meeting with Cl-
endenoo in Atlanta today. They
were expected to try to convince
Clendenon he should play one mo-
re season with the Astros and the-
reby formally complete the deal.
Commissioner Bowie Kutin's
ruling that Staub and Alou can't
nark out officially in spring tra-
Ang until the matter is settled
has left the players to scramble
as best they can. Staub, current-
ly in the Expos' camp, was told
Tuesday to "go off in a corner
somewhere" and have a pitcher
throw to him. Alou is in a simil-
ar position in the Astros' camp.
No progress was reported Tu-
esday in negotiations between
liational League batting cham-
Mon Pete Rose and the Cincinna-
ti Reds, major league home run
king Frank Howard and the Wash-
ington Senators, and second base-
man Julian Javier and the St.
Louis Cardinals.
Rose, who originally wanted
$100,000, has r educed his denuuad
to $88,000 but the Reds hope to
bring him down to$80,000. Wash-
()St owner Bob Short has re-ec' to Howard's attempt to rea-
ch the $125,000 - salary level by
threatening to trade the slugger.
Javier and the Cardinals remain-
ed apart Tuesday when the second
baseman renewed his bid for
$70,000.
On other traits: World Series
biro Mickey Lolich and Earl
Wilson of the Detroit Tigers ere.
any attempt to permit a
pinch hitter for pitch-
er8...Toni Pboebus, 15-13 lest
season, said he will leave Balti-
more for the Odder -Mitrni
spring training site to discuss
salary terms with player person-
al director Harry Dalton.
Whitey quit as a player," he
said. "He was the pitchers' ro-
ck to cling to when things went
rough. Have a bad day, look over
fo Whitey's locker and he'd be
there with a smile or a joke.
"That's how it will be now
that Mickey's gone," he added.
"We won't notice it here, but
there'll be a big void when we're
around the Yankee Stadium club-
house."
Such former stars as Stan idus-
Lid, seven-time National League
batting champion and a member
of baseball's Hall of Fame, and
Gil Hodges, Brooklyn Dodger fir-
st baseman who played against
Mantle in five World Series, led
others in praise of the retired
$100,000 star.
"The thing I'll always remem-
ber about Mickey is those two
bad legs," said Mutate "There
is no telling what he could have
done had be been physically heal-
thy."
"The three words that come
to my mind when I think of Mick-
ey are 'Hall of Fame," said Hod-
ges. "He had everything the abil-
ity, the determination and the
qualities of leadership that make
a Hall of earner."
Mantle announced his retire-
ment here after 18 seasons with
the Yankees, giving as his pri-
mary reason his failing ability
to hit.
"1 just couldn't hit anymore,"
he said. "I just couldn't hit when
I had to a hit." "'
Mantle's .245 and .237 batting
averages in his last two seasons
caused his lifetime batting aver-
age to dip to .298 and he said
Saturday that it was a big disapp-
ointment that he didn't finish at
or over .300. If Mantle is elected
to the Hall of Fame and he is
virtually certain to be honored -
he will be the first outfielder el-
ected to the shrine who did not
have a lifetime .300 average.
"I feel bad that I didn't hit
.300," be said. "But there's no
way I could go back and get over
.300 again. I can't hit when I
need to. I can't go from first
to third when I need to. There's
no use trying."
Mantle ended his career with
536 homes, No. 3 on the all-time
list behind Babe Ruth 714 and
Willie Mays 587 but be is almost
sure to be passed by Hank Aaron
of the Atlanta Braves, who will
start the 1969 season with 510.
Mantle won a triple crown when
he tatted 356 with 130 runs batted
in and 52 homers in 1956 and he hit
.365 the next season.
No one denies his brillant abili-
ty and accomplishments but it is
the peculiar aspect of Mickey's
career that baseball tans will al-
ways wonder what might have
been had he not been plagued by
bad legs.
PAWLAK MVP
ALLENTOWN, Pa. Eft — Stan
Pawlak of Wilkes-Barre has
been named the Most Valuable
Player in the Eastern Basket-
ball League in a poll of EBL
team owners.
Stan Novak of Wilkes-Barre
was chosen as Coach of the
Year, and Rich Cornwall of
Binghamton was named Rookie
of the Year.
GRAHAM DIED
LOUISVILLE, Ky. elm —
Thomas Graham, as, active in
both Thoroughbred racing and
politics, died Monday night fol-
lowing a lengthy illness.
Graham was a member of the
board of directors of Churchill
Downs Race Track and former-
ly served as head of the Dem-
ocratic party organization's fi-
nance committee for 13 years.
T 13
Mount Hits
45 Points,
Purdue Wins
By United Press International
Mighty Rick Mount helped Big
Ten champion Purdue maintain
its winning touch Tuesday night
in a record setting 116-87 victory
over Michigan.
The Boilermakers, who will
play the winner of the Notre
Dame-Miami Ohio game in the
Mideast Regional of the NCAA
championships, equalled their hi-
ghest offensive performance at
the Purdue Arena against Mich-
igan. Purdue had set the scoring
mark against North Dakota earl-
ier in the season.
Mount, a small, junior back-
court man, fired in a season high
45 points to lead Purdue to its
19th victory in 23 games. Mount,
who hit 18 field goals and made
nine of 12 tree throws, made
up for the absence of the Boiler-
makers No. 2 scorer, Herm Gi-
lliam.
In other college action, Ohio
State downed Indiana 108-86, Ill-
inois defeated Michigan State 71-
57, Minnesota edged Iowa 71-65,
Northwestern beat Wisconsin 72-
70,- Bradley Jetted Sincirmatt
61, TCU blasted Southwest Con-
ference champion Texas A & M
94-71, Arizona State beat Univ-
ersity of Texas, El Paso 96-82,
Arkansas beat Texas 69-65, Rice
defeated SMU 96-90, and Baylor
upended Texas Tech 69-63.
Jim Cleamons' 37 points led
Ohio State past Indiana . Dave
Sorenson helped the Buckeye att-
ack with 29 points; Ken Johnson
led the Hoosiers with 34.
Dave Scholtz' 26 points set a
meter scoring record at Illinois
in the Mines victory. Scholtz'
final field goal with 19 seconds
remaining gave him 1,451 points
for his varsity career.
LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Il SPORTS ftr
BULLETIN ftr
It was learned today that
the National Association el
Intercollegiate Athletics (NA-
M) will induct Murray State
Basketball Coach, Bennie Per-
cell, Into Ws basketball Nall
of Fame se March 14. Comb
Purcell starred with the 1141
OVC Chameien, Murray State
team and he played prefer
SIOISal basketball fee fee,
years.
The NAIA will release more
Information on Coach Pier-
eeWs induction at later date.
•
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Murray And Morehead Meet Tonight; Funneman Is Out
— 
By GLEN CARPENTER
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. UPI -
Murray State University, hurt by
the loss of starting guard Don
Funneman, plays Morehead Sta-
te University in an Ohio Valley
,Conference playoff game tonight
NBA Chooses 'Can't
Miss! Pro Prospects
NEW YORK en) — Lew Al-
cinder of UCLA and Pete
Marovich, the national scoring
leader from ISU, were the only
unanimous selections today on
a 10-man squad of "can't miss"
pro prospects chosen by the Na-
tional Basketball Association's
14 coaches.
Also named to the first team
were Spencer Haywood, 6-8 so-
phomore center of Detroit;
Rick Mount, 6-4, junior guard of
Purdue; and Jo Jo White, 6-3
senior guard of Kansas.
The second team was Simmie
Hill of West Texas State, Bud
Ogden of Santa Clara, Rudy
Tomjanovich of Michigan State,
Charlie Scott of North Carolina
and Calvin Murphy of Niagara.
Kentucky High School
District Playoff
Results and Schedule
By United Press International
2nd at Paducah Tilghman:
Ballard Memorial 76-R eidland 57
Tilghman vs. Lone Oak
3rd at Symsonia:
Cuba 60—Sedalia 54
Lowes vs. Symsonia
5th at Trigg Co.:
Lyon Co. 57—Fredonia 54
Trigg Co. vs. Critteielon Co.
6th at Webster Co.:
Holy Name 72—Henderson 49
Henderson Co. vs. Providence
8th at Hopkinsvthe:
Pt. Campbell vs.- -Dawsn Spgs.
Tennessee Is Sixth Team To
Accept Bid In NIT Tourney
By GREG GALLO
UPi Sparta Writer
NEW YORK CPS — The slow-
moving decision makers on the
National Invitation Tournament
selection committee wasted no
time extending a bid to the run-
ner* in the Southeastern Con-
ference basketball race. -
Defensive-minded Tennessee,
18-5, became the sixth entry in
the 16-team NIT field Tuesday
after the Volunteers had to set-
tle for a second-place finish be-
hind the SEC dumps, Kentucky.
The committee previously had
selected Boston College., Temp
le, Rutgers, West Texas State
and Southern Illinois to play
in the 32nd annual NIT, sched-
uled for March 13-22 at Madison
Square Garden
Although Tennessee defeated
Vanderbilt Monday night 70-80,
its conference title hopes were
dashed when NCAA-bound and
seventh-ranked Kentucky edged
Auburn 90-86 to clinch the
championship The Volunteets
conclude their season at Ken-
tucky Saturday
Coached by Ray Mears, Ten-
nessee has held its opponents
to a 57.4 points-per-game aver-
age, second only to Arnie. Of-
fensively, Tennessee loot.* to
guard Bill Justus, a sharpshoot-
ing playtnaker twice voted to
all-SEC teams.
Tennessee's appearance in the
NIT will be the first by any
team representing the SEC. Pre-
viously, the SEC allowed only
Its conference eltampiont to par-
ticipate in post-season play —
and then only in the NCAA.
The committee has been de-
liberate in extending its invita-
tions partly because of the like-
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lihood of a playoff in two con-
ference races. Drake and Louis-
ville are knotted for the Mis-
souri Valley Conference lead,
with each team having one game
remaining.
In the Big Eight Conference
four teams—Colorado, Kansas,
Kansas State and Iowa State—
are in a battle for the title.
Wyoming and Brigham Young
tied for the Western Athletic
Conference championship. A
playoff Wednesday night will
decide the title. The runnerup
in the WAC, the Big Eight, and
the Missouri Valley are expect-
ed to get the rirt bids.
The committee has a diffi-
cult choice among New York
area teams. Traditionally three
or four metropolitan teams are
invited to add hometown fla-
vor to the claseic. With Rutgers
already in, the committee has
to pick among LIU 17-6, St. Pe-
ters 19-6, Fordham 16-8 and
Mhanhattan 13-8. LIU, St. Pe-
ters. and Fordham, all of whom
played well in last year's tour-
nament, are give nthe best chan-
ce.
SMALL COLLEGE
GAGE RATINGS
NEW YORK TN — The 'final
United Press International
small college basketball ratings
'er the 1968-89 season with firs)
votes and win-lost records
in parentheses.
Teams Points
1. Ashland (9) (23-2) 270
1. Fairmont St. (9) (25-1) 267
3. Ky. Wesleyan (4) (20-5) 224
4. Alcorn -ASA( (4) (25-0) 178
5. S. W. Missouri (3) (20-4) 168
6. Nvda Las Vgs (I) (20-6) 137
7. S. W. La. (1) (20-7) 129
8. Cheyney St. (25-2) 113
9. S. F. Austin (22-3) 82
10. Central St. (18-6) 58
II. Howard Payne (2) (24-3) 48
12. Puget Sound (1) (22-3) 47
13. Gannon (22-5) 43
14. Oglethorpe (21-3) 20
15, Tie.
American Intl. (17-3) 19
South Daktoa St.
17, Estrn. N. Mee (1) (17-7) 18IS. Linfield 15
19. DePauw 12
20-T1
Indiana Pa. (21-2) 8
Northern Iowa (14-9) 8
••••••••••WWWw•-•••••••
Ashland Is
Small College
Champion
By STEVE SMILANICet
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (TIPS — Ashland
College, architect of college
basketball's most dreaded de-
fense, closed the books on its
greatest regular-season cam-
paign in history today by being
named United Press Internation-
al small college basketball
champion for 1968-69.
Ashland, the small Ohio scho-
ol which built a national repu-
tation on its ability to stop the
opposition from scoring, was
named UPI small college cham-
pion on the basis of its No. 1
ranking in the final weekly rat-
ings of the 1968-69 season.
The Eagles who, compiled a
23-2 regular season record while
limiting the opposition to an
average of 31 points a game,
edged high scoring Fairmount
State of West Virginia by three
points in the tightest battle for
top honors.
The 35-member UPI Coaches
ting_ Board .-easie -Ashland- a,
total of 270 points based on a
10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 breakdown
while Fairmont received 267
points. Both schools received
nine first-place votes. Fairmont,
runnerup in last seasin's NAIA
tournament and first to qualify
frir this year's playoffs, finished
the regular season with a 25-1
record.
Ashland gained the tap posi-
tipn _in the ratings only two
weeks ago, moving past Ken-
tucky Wesleyan. The Panthers.,
Wilding up 20-5 in regular sea-
ay, finished third in the
.41 -1=rn A. & M. bussing a
2-0 4 mark, wound up
the No. 4 team while steady
Soulliwest litissour 41* wa 
And Nfrada CO. /
"iuthwest Louisiana *2h was
voted the No. 7 team followed
by 4Cheyney State 25:2, S. F.
Austin 22-3 and Central State
18-8. Central State, last year's
NAIA champion, completed its
final weekend by upsetting
Ashland 44-38 but fell in the
following game to Bellarmine
Cage
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BUTLER RESIGNS
DALLAS on) — The !Sallee
Fort Worth Spurs of the Texas
League were looking for a new
execative director today follow-
ing DA Butler's resignation
Tuesday.
Butler said he is leaving to
become an assistant to Ameri-
can League President Joe Cro-
nin.
OFFERED ;OS
PHILADELPHIA run — For-
mer middleweight contender
Gypsy Joe Harris has been of-
fered a job with the Pennsyl-
vania government in the area
of rehabilitating youth.
The job offer was made Tues-
day by Frank Wildman, chair-
man of the Pennytvania Ath-
letic Commission, following the
commission's decision not to
permit Harris to resume his
ring career because of blind-
ness in his right eye.
-
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for a berth in the NCAA Mideast
RegiotaLs.
Western Kentucky University
here was selected as a neutral
site for the playoff, the second
straight, after both Murray and
Morehead finished with 11-3 OVC
records.
Last year, East TEMESICE• be-
at Murray in the pavan gene.
The winner of WildWs game
will meet Marquette Rftedgy at
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale, Ill., for the unenvia-
ble honor of playing the seventh-
ranked University of Kentucky
Wildcats next weekendat Wiscon-
sin in the second round of the
Mideast.
Murray, 21-5 over-all, never
has played Kentucky. Morehead
lost to the Wildcats in the 1961
NCAA tournament and Kentucky
Adds a 5-2 victory margin over
Marquette, including a 107-79 dr-
ubbing in the Mideast Regionals
last year at Lexington.
Morehead, 18-8 over-all, tied
Murray for the league champion-
ship Monday eight by .downing
East Tennessee 77-67. Murray
ended its regular seasonktet Sat-
urday night with an 89-79 victory
over Western Kentucky.
Murray and Morehead met twi-
ce during the regular season wi-
th the Eagles routing the Racers
111-78 at home and losing a 91-89
overtime decision at Murray.
Cal Luther, Murray coach, sa-
id Funneman, one of the two retu-
rning starters from last year,
dislocated his right shoulder dur-
ing practice Monday and would
miss tonight's game.
Funneman's loss could be cru-
Lu mer indicated. "It'll hurt
us bail uther said. "It is the
tIrst • e e tie has mLssed in two
years." He named junior college
transfer Frank Streety to take
Funneman's place.
In both games, Morehead has
outrebounded Murray and Luther
said he didn't expect the story to
he different tonight. Murray's
front line consists of 6-5 Claude
Virden, 6-6 Ron Johnson and
6-3 Hector Biondett, while More-
head's will be 6-7 Willie Jackson
6-7 Lamar Green and 6-3 Ron
Cathright.
Luther wasn't bubbling with
confidence after the loss of Fu-
nneman, but he would not concede
the game, either.
"I think it would be an obvious
conclusion to say that Morehead
might be the favorite," he sale..
ZS,_....
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I Vance Home Scene
4 Of B&PW Meetingr
- Mn Odell' Vance. president
se ed lie Budnees and Protegees-
? al Weimar' Chib. held an ar-
); iesialli• neellig ler sew seen
• hereof the dub at bar knew is
&steeds, afternoon March 1
Mew members wean were
Wu limy timeliest Mrs. Ai-
ling% Kook aid lin. Lavaech
- limper fiew members enable
to at' ?ad as Bre. and Tod
and Mrs. tatiwym Glaver. "
Ti. oftwallien wee eswiect-
ed by the elegiberdip tommit.
tee ati waged it Illirs. Grate So
billow and Min Deis lowland.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Vance. assisted by I
Barbera Jewel
•eark
Is Trial Marriage
Really 'All Right'?
By Aisigaii Vast Bonen
DRAM ARMY: My dinglier wise is 22 years aid is living
with a peal man ef eml armlet noirried.
They any tbey me idly tegallesr te gee if it will work sea
wen I ilbse they wilt etuithille Sit harried. Whet Mid el as
ellgegintint is Mks?
Oa rieg die Irma lin ad he Wag he. I teld her that I
filiey 'kW melt ether Ow alignid pt married They are
he.Ingather ever three meabs
He is a Mimi gem spite welthy, teams her est in
style She kik Whit ihe is dein is all right. Is
M ts PvaizirrY
IIIMAR 1013. PIMIIPLEMITY: Everyone meet deckle ler
blemegll whet in "ail debt." secially acceptable team
Nil get married MM. aed TIM Ewe segetiber.
M yew dengber wows se pi the art before the bow and
large anew/ a 111111e. she may be im kr a web smobsobsg.-
DEAR ABBY Ify bosbood mid I are bowing am argammit
awl he,, decided te be you setae k
I my gage comply drop in et yes, yen ant seggened M
'1̀ took Diem May care kr any reftwiminatk My hid gone
yen are gimped te get off per dna mid fle awinibleg. Ad
thee offer it is thus. Who is right? TIM We
MAR Wm The gracious beeteems kw gimes en.
ibusibminis, sod eke times ent ge We any illeepper
megle. IThe rearmaments—eel Me gueells.1
I.DILAR ABBY. I pit read Mit letter from the 15-yeeffeil
a*u 1t. oWe-Terier'elOL I beg yew le--
owed 
—. 
werwhip thelIdetkee-agen "Ma won be arm
lbemegives mid -war bakes mud he midi is resew that
Menu pew gm Moe as prWks beemne lough eats_
My deter bopt Mr Or by, mid die adored him.
Re is mew M. Reeently be he eilleof her ribs and pt a sear
• her chis is swim "rwsproblr ller mosey. He adios iserhs.
• lethieg. but coign_ lit her tworewn *grim*
illemsearlieg Dee mewls st his egameinses.
Sure. my sister is "sick in Ike heat' is pen* it. Int ihe
gen her ears te my advice mid gimes "ger her smillshews
by canes it "mother love." She hes twitted his heaniMiald
her own. And as will mese wise tries to ewe a big
ehrithella
7, weber who trot" level bar dsild will want it to haw al-
lardy Where t can grew nowarred and wirthemed. The did
whe is weathered by this Med einstiebie "Lee" leans elk
te hate.
Isiis,Ar•ir)., ten methen if Minn tentillnita. pima*
-41asec.it Miry can feree think d they wed but be sere they
the beby. SORRY AUER
MAD AllIT: I ibbet that BAOSILOR CONSIDERDID
MAIIMLAGE he. a be of mows Any wenn ietee'd awry him
assoilt be as ataxy as he W.
Imeline a 71-yeeffeld man who has Wetrirbeem monied,
alike he's "Sim willt gee aed week. pen= wag Mit
Wain far a seed ticket. What else dew be thiek be's geed
ter"
Se he raises rams. Rtg iisel! IT bay Wm DEA
feerebedy bee a peldena. What's yews? Vier painmead
I-, was le Mks, Ike Ow Las Angie, OA. IMO ad
wefts* a amps& sell-addisesumil amouliape.
RATS TO WRITE LEMON? REND el TO AT. BOK
eirel. We AMON:Lai, CAL. tent rot AMMTS assuuse.
"IOW TO Witellt urrnues FOS All OCCMIIIIIMIL"
•
Teti LRDGE11_I; Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
Zfrwe4y4
•
.
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TIMES — *CRIER?. KHNTUCKT
Cole-Lamb Engagenseut
do 1
411010111.10",1 '''.i".
WILIMODAY — 14,ARCII5, le"
news 1 52-11117 or 753-49117 Miss Deborah Rae Moody Becomes Bride
Of John Alvin Parker 1., Ceremony
. Mali ROSY FAY. COLE •
Mr. and len. Daselle Cole of 401) Ikea 5th Street, lifintiff:ammemee the eigiginied el their iiieSMEF. NOS "MK to An,Dee Link EMI 410r. isst lks. Dee Lamb 111001. amt.lesszw.
Rim Cale is a ISIS graduate of Murray Iligh School mid
attewded harm Sate thivenitT.
Loeb attended Merrey High School led is emphoed
nalt Ms baser at Dee .amWs Ante Hedy Repair limp.
A .ftes wedding is being plannell Ile limmid hielleMees
lee being wilt.. ,
Linda Waugh, Glenda Smith, Carolyn. —
Parks, And Carolyn Sexton Are Honored
ASA Endorses
leash Credit Leos
PHILADELPHIA 'UP!) —
The American Bet Aseacia-
Mem (ABA) at Ks annual eon-
napes here endorsed a tough
eaneoleler credit law and ex-
pended legal services for ghet-
to residents
. The ABA's policy-making
game of Deiegates resotved to
meek a consumer code that is
telalther than the recently
owned Federal Truth in
Loading Neishation_ The na-
tisn's lannere want wen more
metection for pow parsons
who purchase lama on credit.
And the ABA is unrtne the
dates to bring their own aeon-
gre-lebding laws into her-
Alt ORES UP an are 110•11111t 11.1111111 St
thr Amencae A keine* Stewardess ostioge is Pert Woven.
Tea. bower of a strike er the Transport Worker. union
swims' the amino Three et the girls kill Urn, by playing
carda They •re if rein left. Cherry fkIK is Winter Haven.
Fla . Dianne Pollard_ Avon Park, ilia and Pamela Mertz
Rochester. Mina
' . .
' • ' ' '. ''' "" It".71 - 
' ........• •I'...-"•••.%. ' ' 
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Ommidois Mei Mph et
the Taw Phi lei& eandly
of the Woodmen al the liedd
new* homered floor of Omer
mwelleis fee ilhadbile feeds
Receiving gold theelioni pies
were Linde WaEgh. Oen&
Oink C.arellp Parke, and Car-
dye Mena The presemistka
ens made by Loretta Jekt, Odd
sepowentekse el the Woodmen
4 the Walt ,
Mrs. Waugh *alined for
pewideuts ditediew ete
immeese is the sererars
&WM
ameasa lientli
airing the ISM and INS
may year and le preendy
hg as pest proddeet. Is
diadem el heel sad deeseed
dee as pessideet bit sorsetty
deters pressmiled her with
pest shepter president's peel
dige set with a perL
Lads was selected as
stearin Neter la UM sad
missented the Weems W
craft Pope. She is a
member ef the etsaptee. She
empleyed by Peaked
Litres and resides 011
Drive with her behead, V
mid two year sold son, Bret.
Mn. Smith became
for the gold pin by her pre-
Delaney as Hestia er treasurer
la the inftiation ceremony. lie
served as watchman in ISM and
we elected presides* fur ISM.
She is serving as We Rea-
dicky watchman and as sorority
state rally treasurer.
She represented the chapter
is the Mn.Tau Phi Umbra
state contest and was first run-
ner-up She is serving as tree-
ismer of the Woodsmen Junkie
Rangerettes, and was rs.
wetly elected as delegate to
the Restock, Jurisdictional ease.
milieu le Lenimille begun's/
March 21 She is employed by
Ilderee's am/ reoldes es Bailee
Seed with her belbsed, Rey,
twee denghters. Lies and Tine
as, and gen, Wade.
Mrs. Parks qualified for the
pin by proficient, as Athese it
anis with her beelmad.
es Mkt Mown Ski 111, -sa
elortur somber
Tie sosisafs March aodal
will be a dinner
Kock Li at the
el Mr. and Ike. Rey
thee to the hone el Mr. and
Mrs. ToiNNI, COMM with Peak
Burkett mehiting
kr an sae went is Mr.
like. Viet WangWa Mae
lamb lamb. Aawle Parris,
On Pieta. Benxi, Teem&
retta him, and Carolyn
heisting. The evening wl11
completed with a dessert
the Mew of Mr. and Mn.
Alley with Jean iieberson at
The ideal seventy Aster fee
the year will be revealed at
whit* thee she will receive an
engraved "rem= of Wood-
crair pluses. The Mistimed 4
the sorority deter will also re.
calve a gift_
The March business meeting
will be held Tuesday, March 211,,
at seven pm. in the house of
Sylvia Carrie with Jane Al-
ley as co-hostem.
• • •
Mrs. G. B. Scott
Is Club Speaker
Kra G B -Scott was the
speaker at the meeting of the
Home Department of the Mgr-
ray Woman's Club held recent,
at the club house.
The speaker. a past preside*
if the Murray Club sad men
chairesam of the Alpha Denali-
meet, presented a history if
the club as to its organization,
aims, and budding of the cleb
Muse.
Mrs. David Henry. program
leader for the day, introduced
Mn. Scott.
The department chains.,
Hrs. John Stamps, presided.
Mrs. Noel Melumn. secretary,
rued the esinates and Mrs Carl
Lockhart, hammerer, gave her
report.
During the social hour re-
fresiliments were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. Claud Miller,
pest president in the initiatioe Owe Billington, Mn. R.
essweimp. Mae served as trus- W. Kinei. Mrs. E. W. Riley,
tan bleterlen, and publicity Mn. C. C. Astscraft, Mn. Quin
chateau hi MSS. She is pre- ton Gibson, sad Mrs. John Lien
seedy the 19110 treasurer of the en.
chapter. Carolyn has served an
the welfare committee, wan
sad maw, and social commit-
tees.
She is employed by Paschall
Truck Lines. sad resides with
her busbuid, Max, and 71
heaths he see. Michael.
Mrs Sestoe was honored by
her performance as Iris or es-
eisrt in the speaks and Waal.
lee s.. M. Oar 1097 mod
MSS. Ilbe hes served es amid,
welfare, and ways and means
committees, and la presently
serving as sentry She is em
played at Shackelford. C.,•,ocie.. nuvitIon qb and
• Thersean Aempstancs, 
Your 
weieht d"*•
a
• • ob.
It fashion trends are an ac-
curate indication of -. what's
happening." it will be difficult
to tell if a fellow Ls going to
bed or going to • karate con-
test. According to the Ameri-
can Institute of Men 's and
Boys' Wear there Is a definite
Oriental influence in sleepwegy.
The loome fitting karate-typo
pajamas with their full colt
homers are suede to order. tor
condonable- doming.
• • •
_
Weskeeday, lawn S
The bike dry hada= eel
be served at I*111 pa. et
Oaks Camay ask Mame min
neervatiome by Illowdley hy
Ng Mrs Cliff Combs. 1111.
iNS or Mrs. Amass D.
753.13114. Ti. brides beam
Mrs. Tad Stogie Mail
• • •
The Memorial Daptiet
WWI sat flearetiro*
most at the deed at Pa p.m.
A film and report by shim*
~Par iskoisoseiss will be 0-
telt
• • •
The Hand Baptist Church
IFMS will meet at the church
annex at 1:30 r
• • •
Faxon Mothers Club will
meet at the Fawn School a
1:30 p.m.
• • •
Flint Baptist Church
will meet at the church at
• • •
. Week of prayer program will
be at the Zhu Grove Baptist
Chen* at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Olga Hampton WMS Sinking
Spring Depad Church will
meet at- the ellerch at seven
pan.
• • •
Spring Style Sham sponsor-
ed by lienwers Sheltst
meet Asselktion. Many
will be Ilia at the andseit U.
ins barons at eight p.m.
. • • •
libereskty, Meech 6
Olga Hampton WMS Sinking
Spring Baptist Church will
meet at I•30 pm. at the church.
• • •
A family night peen*
meeting for all famIllati of
First Christian Chem& wet
be* at the Merck at ORS it.
- 
The Town and Coats, /Miro
makers Club will most at in
been -,1 vra. Donald fairy at
710 p .drs. Johe'rertka will
ne eon 31141111.
• • •
The Gocd Shepherd United
Methodist Church WSCS vein
meet at the home of Mn. Biry
Mahan at ten a.m. A pothice
lends will be served.
• • •
MR. arid MIL KINN ALVIN PARKER
Mee Beb•rah Rae 14004:7- with a corsage of white carnat-
deraghber- et Mr. and Mn. Rue-
gall Lowery of Benton Route 9. V. Youngblood served is
One, became the bride of John best min far Mr parker.
Alvin Parker. only son of Mr. The bride's mother wore a
sad Mrs. Lester Parker. two piece orange knit dress and
TheIteautiful male-WM etre- Mrs. Parker, mother of t h e
own Win read in the bum of groom, was attired in a dark
the heldefil parents lab only blue crepe ensemble- They both
the imiewlete Seedhille Mem& had corsages of white carnat-
ion Thwilleswil. loft el Ow loss.
Stelee. Peeleilleell the bird* Following the annum a re-
MillrencomolM Deg the eeption was held at the bone.
IleePlete. Contain the matte The mew Wide is a NSW at
wow ,he sersegswiside-4 -oleo sus "Om mum
rens and gluiest lose mail
as seek dile at Ilse firsidows.
Tor Oaf wedgies the leies
wee Seedy in boy while Meet
ise7/0 dress thilewed yea
-ever helm Bee
was a white hew le wiled I
oil was attached. Oa neeted a
kompet of white Mireetiens for
• wedding and bed a canna
af red rams le weir for ping
Joe w
sa5y attendant for the bride_
wore a brown knit dress
Circle Meet Held
At Furches Home
The Blasikenskip Circlet of
the Women% limisty Orr
des Santee el the lewd New
nee Ghee ladled
Chord bell its Pehreery hest-
The Lutheran Women's Mir
mg 
at the him" of Mrs- Bee4ry
bewl47 114111elle of the I.
us! Chant will meet at the
Mood Lounge at 710 pm.
• • •
The Garden Department et
the Murray Woman's Club wUl
meet at the club house at 1:30
p.m. Hostesses will be Mee-
dames Leonard Vaughn, A. W.
SIMISSOIll, Humphrey Key. Cif-
toe Key, MU R. sod De
wey Ragsdale.
• • •
the Kirksey Baptist Church
WMS will have its week of
prayer program at the church
at 6:30 p.m.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church WMS will meet at AO
church at 1:32 p.m. with Mn
Keys Keel as leader.
• • •
The Memorial Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church
at 1:30 pan.
• • •
Hazel Baptist Church WIN
will meet at the church annex
at 1:30 pm.
• • •
First Baptist Church WINS
will meet at the church at OM
WK.
• • •
Prldev, March 7
Olga Hampton WMS Sinking
Series Baptist Church will meet
at the church at...11.11112 p.m.
• • •
The Senior Citizens Club wit
have a Tacky party and
lemehens at the
Cuatur. Ells Drive, at 12 seam
• • •
Church Women United will
Mae its World Day of Prayer
progress at the First Christian
Church at ten as.. Rev. Stephen
Umiak, Jr., will be the speaker
• • •
She Grove _Baptist Church
WIN will meet at the church
at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Charles
Boteen as leader.
• • •
Memorial Baptist Church
111121 will meet at the chant
at 1:30 p.m.
• • •
Easel Baptist Church 1$10
will meet at the church anon
at 1:30 p.m.
• • •
First Baptist Church Win
Will 11110St at the church at 9:30
am.
• • •
A hat sale will be held at the
Hazel United. Methodist Church
from eight a m to five Pm.,
"Two In A Tugger was the
title of the program p. ..J
by Mrs. Lonnie Khakis, Wks.
James Dollen and Mrs. Jackie
Butterworth
Refreshments were served to
the ten members and her
pests, Mrs. Hazel Jackson,
Mrs_ Marilyn McGinnis, Mrs.
Clara Brandon, and Mn_ Wan-
da Umbra.
spoesered by the Hazel W
man's Club
• • •
Soesseday, Merck
A Hat Party Will be held in
the social hail of the First Unit-
ed liethodiet Church starting
al eight a. m., sponsored by the
Valet Doran Circle of the Other guests were Mrs. Craw-
MC& The Pubbe is invited to ford Ray of Murray, Mrs. J. C.
attend. Huffman of Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
• • •
Eine Reuse. Mn. Roberta Bran-
A rn,unnage sale will be held 'don, Mrs. Brady White, and
at the American Legion Hall Mrs. Carrie cow.
starling at seven am.. sponsor- Fifty persons were
ed by the Wranglers Riding for the book study.
•"' "
Mrs. Downing Is
Guest Speaker At'
Zeta Meeting
The Zeta of the
, Marro. Illemages. Club met
Thunder. Mitiewen 23. M Sewn
Maly olds* la the evelleg at
the eh* Mew
Mae. ine Downing. mast-
ed pin rie 'Mileage at
lesnwp Mate Elnimatin, mu
the geese weir. She 103
gredesie el the Vaihnier of
Loatsila with a *Wm in
Meath Retwedelise tree Pea-
body *Dem Nembeffle. Tema.
The spember spoke as "Good
Meted Dalai ler Deem Wo-
men". /he hid the hides years
as resat me miellihe
if ewe will diveshp pro-
per attitudes fur dials
every day esperitheek sad he
adequate permed drungth to
tolerate limitations_
Mn. Downing said with few.
er demsands an one's time, the
women accumulate haute which
should not be used in self pity
and baredoin, rather one should
take advantage of the idle hewn
to do worthwhile things for
others, return to school, try new
hobbies, and road now b304,
-All of these things can be sti-
mulating, Mn. Downing mid
The speaker was introduced
by Mn. Robert Howard.
The business Mali= trall con-
ducted by Mrs. Ja k Bailey
the absence of the chairmar
and vie-chairipath Mrs. June
Smith and Mrs. -iv. C. '71kins.
Continuing its project of sup-
porting the Mental Health pile
gram in Murray and CallowiT
Cunty, members •-.ted to eon.
tribute $125.00 ti the Day Care
Center for Retarded Children,
and $125.00 to be used for the
needs at the local Mental
Health Center.
Six members volunteered to
work with the kidney screening
-opper -gehessi,-ap• - told--
and the groom is employed at
km' Used Cars. no are now
making• their home on Benton
Route Three.
Prior to the wedding t h e
bride-elect wee hemeind With a
hougehilt timer o n
February in laa hums iii-her
parents. She Nineked Miiny
lovely and mead
• • •
Mrs. Lloyd Cornell
Glow Speaker For
Hazel WMS Study
Mrs. Liayd Cornell was the
special speaker at the book
study held by the Woman's Mis-
= Society of the HazelClench held an Friday,
February EL at shr-thtrty o'.
clock in the evening at the
church.
1n Aloha Land" was the title
St the book. Mn. Conseil, a
setae et Hawaii, showed dides
el Hew* and of the Baptist
work dime. Her talk was very
lekneettve and inspiritional, a
church member said.
The opening Prayer was led
by Bro. Harold Smotherman,
pastor of the Oak Grove Bap-
tist Church. Mrs. Genie Adams,
Hazel WWII director, Saw the
welcome, mad Mn. Paid Dailey,
Sr_ Hanel mignon Wady chair-
man, botredered MFIL Cornell.
Members of the TWA gave
a choral reading sad each mem-
ber of the Girls Auxiliary was
presented with an Hawaiian le.
Visitors from Oak Grove
were Bro and Mrs. Harold
Smotherman, Mn. MOM Tay-
lor. Mrs. June Carter, and Mrs.
Genova Lassiter.
• • • . • •
A bat gale will matinee at
the Hager United Methodist
Chunk from eight a.m. to five
p.m., sponsored by the Hazel
Woman's Club.
• • •
The Hazel Baptist Church will
have a gospel singing at the
skunk at 7:30 p.m.
present
On a world bees, _oak track
anti field spans assent more
participants " thew ealinielitive
shooting.. 0' •
its 
taz:wa,Cellmsse leended
, id1831.
March 19 in all city and cosinta
schools. Children grades onF
through six will be tested for
six kidney diseases_
Delightful refreshments were
served by the hostesses who
were Mrs. Purclon Outland,
Mrs Gaylord Forrest, Miss Vi-
vian Hale, Mrs. Heron West.
Mrs. Donald Crawford, and. Mrs
Max /Nile.
• • •
This fall zodiac designs mat
bright paisley prints create
more fashion interest in the
already popular apache scarf
for males. Other accessories to
strike a man'a fancy — enamel
cuff links in wrap-around and
bar designs; square-faced
watches with gold chain bands.
TRIANGLE *
RESTAURANT
Monday thru
Friday
NOON SPECIAL #
1 
1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m.
$1.1111
Today & Tuesday
ONE CENT SALE
First Garment
Cleaned and Pressed
at Regular Price
Second Identical ,
Garment only
lt
FOUR SEASON t.
CLEANERS
(Across from Poet
Office)
SPECIAL WEDNESDAY. ONLY
REGULAR BOX - - - (reg. $1.20) 89e
Wednesday Only
INCLUDES: 3 PIECES CHICKEN - 2 ROLLS - SLAW
MASHED POTATOES - GRAVY
- Offer Good In Mayfield Wednesday Only -
CKY FRIED CHICKEN
Under New Management
. . Jerry and Sherry .Jones
,fillIMIIII#0111/11111111/ 110i 
•
•••
0
•
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r
rs. Dowsing Is
Nest Saber At'
Ida Abating
Demetatet of the
mug limessits Clads met
Red*. February 77, at seven
* 'Week hi the smiting at
ehis issue.
Irs Ina Dawning, assist-
prollossir ef sdneellise at
evir Mate UsivesseRf•
Mist apeder. Mho is‘o
el the VIdeeeelly of
isailla with a Mailers in
seal istaldselaa from Pe 2-
y maw mashriffte, Tenn
he whew spoke ea "Good
*al Health for Nature
r. as aid the Mille years
preemie ea melting dui
p If ass wel derallp pro-
attitudes far amain with
ry tiny szporioness, sod halls
mute personal strength to
rats limitationa
In. Downing said with few-
's:wands on mil time, the
sea scrunsialate hours which
aid not be used ia sell pity
bdredom, rather as should
advantage of the hie boars
do worthwhile things for
return to school, try new
Mies, and read new bxkig.
of these things can be st-
ating, Mrs. Downing said
be speaker was introduced
Mrs. Robert Howard_
he business session was con-
ted by Mn. Ja c Bailey ir
absence of the chairmar
vi:e-chairrixa. a, Mrs. June
th and Mrs.17V. C.
)etinuing Igs project of sup-
leg the Illaafral Health pr.
S la *NM sad CallowaT
sty, mob= w:ted to con-
ate $126.1/6 t.3 the Day Care
kr for Retarded Children,
$125.00 to be used for the
Ls at the local Mental
tl:t Center.
a members v)lunteered to
(with the kidney screening
act whie.. will - -low • had--
As 19 in all city mid counts,
oh. Children gain onF
ugh six will be MOW for
Icidney diseases.
!lightful ref -1•i were
Id by the__ heilemMis who
1- Mt -'1%66116-061bild.
Eaybid Toareat. Vi-
al/A. Mrs. Moron :West.
sM Crawford, and Mn
Disk.
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getFRANKFORT - Statistics re-
lased by Kentucky State Police
tractor Col. Charles B. Crutch-
old disclose the KSP handled
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
out -1. •1•g • - nter . 2t Street Mu-na K
,760 criminal complaints during
48 for an increase of 2'7 per
ant over 1967. Arrests of crim-
al offenders rose 25 per cent.
Burglaries, 1,900 in all, topped
le list of complaints received
y the ICSP for an increase of 16
pu. S. NOT.I ARED WITH
TOES 10BLAB-G 
COUPON
119c
COUNTRY SKILLET
U.S. INSPECTEDFRYERS WHOLE '
LB.
er cent over the previous year.
lext ln line was auto theft with
,Z67 complaints, 21 per cent mo-
e than hi 1967.
In terms of dollar value recov-
ry of stolen cars exceeded rec-
GERBERS STRAINED
BABY FOOD JAR 7c
FRESH GROUND
HA BURGER LB. 
3
very of other stolen property.
pproximate value of autos stol-
n during 1968 Was slightly over
1.2 million. Total recovery rite
$1.1 million. Other personal
GOOD NATunD is the word
for Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew as he sports a skin-
ned nose from failing on the
SCHOOL DAY NO.
PEASver
4 2 03-c3ANs 25 MATCHLESS SLICED'BACON
RINDLESS
49Cr°Per Losses, attributed tO4urgiary, robbery and larceny
'ere
ice while greeting homecom-
ing President Nixon at An- LB.
set at a little over $1,2
tillion with recovery rates ler,
ling off at about $95,000.
drews Air Force Base, Md.
BALLARD & PILLSBURY MISS LIBERTY SLICED
Eight hundred thirty-eight err-
sts were made for breaking and BISCUITS 8 OZ. 8C BACON 69Cntering, 31 per cent over 1967..uto theft arrests totaled 641,ettering the 1967 rate by 2.6 CAN LB.
er cent.
Largest percentage increasell
1 criminal activity were scoria
1 arson (op Wpm 114 lediAll
14i scent Of en aceldlet (ip 3UP. cent), narcotic violating.*
10 stolen
41,
SACREMENTO
PEACH igl
41111111MINIIII
.N24 29t SUGARJo CURED SLICED 3 3 LBS. $1 00LS . percent), propeelppe•
mud= (up 213 per MO oft
onieraies (tip ZOO Per eson-
Isteriedly, however, they stood
eds_ Um bellom.ut the complaint
st. Arson complaints totaled
i9, leaving the scene of an aco-
lent-3, narcotic violations-35,
..
SACREMENTO
•,. KT
FRUIT
(Unit
Al I 303CANS
41
190,.., Reelfoot __
OGNA,
ALL MEAT NICE THICK
FATBACK -- LB.
FRESH
NECKBONES LB. 19c
19'
.Wien property possession-34
rid conversion-26.
Murder egg elswiegligent man-
laughter, the nation's number
1111 problem, ranked 18th on the
rerall complaint list with 260
..i ,
Air .
FIRST $30,000 MARDIE5T -
Tom Shaw, 26, whoops it up
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
0 R.N CREAM STYLE•(LIMIT 4) 303CANS
C NTER CUTS AND
/4 poRK,
ENDS MIXED
Lo ,N LB. 59.c
Baths representing an 18 per co-
increase over last year's tot-I. mensbuotex by negligence
icreased 25 per cent with& total
1 40 deaths being reported. Arr-
its In e forM er category rose
B per cent with 126 persons
on sinking a final-round 40
foot birdie putt on his way
to winning the Doral Open
in Miami, Fla. It's his first
pro tour triumph and en-
riches e Golf. Ill., shot-th
maker by a cool $30,000.
MAXWELL
COFFEEcoFFEE
 HOUSE
•
•
LB.
CAN 69C
-"moles
TENDER
HAMS
SMOKED
BUTT
PORTION
vr
. c.
SHANK .
LB. PORTION LB. j
A
IP
sing charged. In the latter cats-
ory, 36 arrests pushed the app-
elFreas=tngirecf off29 Pes:resmitand.
bootings also ranked high an
le roster of complaints. Inertia-
es were 69 per cent and 60 per
eat respectively. Arrests of fr-
119alant caeca offenders toen 66
ir cent. Shooting arrests droPP"
d eight per cent below the 1967
verage.
Lowest growth in reported off-
116436 were shown in liiiiiiarY
than
New
homes
num
years
industry
Natural
Re 
NORRISTOWN,
comings.
It
turn
on
-
will
the
the
follow,
of what
calls
Shades
In
horizon
natural
naturally,
the
Rugs
Pa.
the
(UPI) -
for the
look in
the
carpet
"color
PORK
PINTO,
NORTHERN
h
SHOWBOAT
MIX
& BEANS
BEANS
OR MATCH ,
10 303CANS 99c
I. WESSON
-i• .
OIL
YELLOW
OLEO
SOLID
6
JAR 
48 OZ. 89c
nn
LBS. 1 UU
II
GRADE "A"
HEN s 5 to 7
FRESH CHICKEN
LIVER LB. 69c
FRESH
GIZZARDS LB. 33c
LBS. AVG. 49c
LB.
FRESH CHICKEN
BREAST LB.
BACK
AND
NECKS LB.
49c
10cesertion, sex crimes other
ape, breaking and entering. aigg-
avated emelt escapees, _liquor
iv violations, and petty larceny,
11 of which rose leas than ZO
,er cent,
Reductions below 1967 comp's.
explosion."
"The look of natural, undyed
wool, long an architectural
favorite, can now be duplicated
in low maintenance and high
performance fibers like the new
soil-resistant nyloris," says
Jung.
a
DETERGENT
DE
10 c OFF
GIANT
REG. 69C
MORTONS FROZEN
lati OZ.
PIESCREAM PIES
NI
at levels were recorded in um-
earful assembly (down 77 per ce.
t), disturbing the peace (down
3 per cent), gambling ( to down
or cent) and rape (down 12 per,
W10.
A breakdown of arrests by age
rows disclosed that 17
Harold Erich style and
design director of Lees Carpets.
"It won't be long before the
naturals will become as familiar
as avocado and olive are today."
Looking back at color
changes in floor covering from
the 1950's on. Jung recalled that
.0*pis - c Belle
ACKERS 1 lb. box6. 190
MORTONS APPLE & COCONUT3 2 OZ.
PIESPIES
NIIMINRIMI
year-ol-
a beaded the list of persons ch.
tied with auto theft (92), break-
1 ame adirlat (113) and a i. son
16 and 18 tiedrib. top4=t for petty lar-• (21 charged in each
the big sellers then were beiges
and grays. "We carried a bare
handful of golds then. Blues
were on the cool side and the
popular ones ran towards
turquoise.
"In 1960, we crossed a
PR I a cistEssitio
SALAD OT.JAR 39C
SEALD
OR
SWEET FROZEN
OZ5 CANS 99c
grow).
be majority of offenders arras-
id for sex crimes other than
ape fell in the under 15 category
I).
The number of juvenile arres-i
threshold. Pink beiges began to
disappear. Our new beiges were
flat colors like taffy .... martini
(so pale it's almost off-white)
appeared. This was the
forerunner of the subtle, cloud
TURNERS
ICE MILK HALF 43cGAL. Fl 
Grade
CHEESEAPPLES
2 lb. box'69 JONATHAN
.
'
3BLIA3649t. "
ii in die under 18 age group, as
esperes With 1967 figures, sh4
ply ea legirreese for brealdng and
liscaig Wool 246 to 344), sea
ONION 0 et sr than rape (from U
D 23) and auto theft (from 228 to
larceny
'new neutrals' that will probably
be the look of tomorrow..."
Martini was years ahead of its
time, Jung said, but it is more
popular today than at any time
since his company produced the
TURNERS
ICE
GAL.
& SEALTEST
i
M HALF it
PURE
i
HOGRD 45CANLB. $4 49
II1
RED
APPLES
DELICIOUS
4 BL AB G. 59C r
90. The number of petty
1.1110es declined (from 67 to 52).
141awate comparison figures are
it available for arson as the KS?
Id set assume investigative jut.
O din for that crime 151111hyacinth,
988.
color.
Then came the explosion -
purple was the 1961 color and it
spawned for three years such
"offspring" as French lilac.
tropic plum, and
African violet.
Avocado
SOFTER BATHROOM
ISSUE 4 ROLLS 29t ONIONS
YELLOW 3, Las: - 25t
and olive were new
in 1963, Jung
AD PAY
. —
i n strength
recalled, and these two "have
dominated the entire home
furnishings field ever since."
As color preferences have
changed, so has the range. By
1964, for instance, Lees was
ALL VEGETABLE
CRISCO
SHORTENING 3 CLABN. lit NEW CROP irs., FIRMcABBAGE HEAD 7C
•SAN FRANCISCO UPI - The
ecentl—lank of America recently rio
till-page newspaper *de regard-ng its "five most wanted buil
others."
in news-
offering   carpet in 306 colors,
more than triple the total of
1958,
At the moment, carpetmakers
agree, the color wheel favors the
warm side of the palette. And by
juxtaposing tufts of two or more
HOfnel Style
READ
Baked F resh
In Our Store loaf 19
GOLDEN RIPE
' BANANAs
LEL 10C
The ads were carried_ 
Francisco Oak.lepers in ben makers
and Ind Las Angeles Iasi Dec LIBERTY
ember and included 
picturesof
M five robbers hi action. Four
eve since been arrested.
"It pays to advertise," the
eat mid Weduesday.
colors of the same intensity, the
are making warm colors
warmer and rich colors richer.
• • •
Provide your bIlaysitter with
phone numbers to be called in
cam of asseqessey.
aLIBETITY COUPON
U. S. No. I Red 10 lb. 19 C '
Potatoes bag
With coupon and $5.00 add. purchase
Excluding lob. & Dairy Products,
Void After Moron IQ 
LIB RTY COUPON
_ _
3U Treasure Chest Stamps 50
With Coupon & $5.00
Pur. Excl. Tob. & Dairy Prod.
LIBERTY COUPON
50 Treasure Chest Stamps 50
With Coupon & Pur. of
3 lbs. or More Ground
COUPON
100 Treasure Chest Stamps
With Coupon & Purchase
01 4 lb. Bag Red Delicious
_
.••• rom . •
• •
1r-
'•;•
44,
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own in we pgsp -Snow stacks up like filling in a deep-
dish pie at this Lake Taboe cabin and pier at Meeks Bay,
Calif In some places in the Sierras drifts are 50 feet deep.
Forecasters say this could be the snowiest winter on record.
apples, wiNINS. end dazed spectators are the scene at
Covington. Oa_ moments after a dragster went out of con-
trol at ISOmph and mowed down a fence lined with specta-
tors. The crash killed II outright and left Foote 50 injured.
Facility For
Youths Is
Dedicated
FRANKFORT-Marking owe ed-
ge of this beautlfd nionetain ci-
ty is the handsome* pomade of
Freachberg Boys Center where
recently between 40 and 50 per-
sons joined hands in a program
dedcsted to see that a particul-
ar groig, of Kentucky youths have
an opportuany to become useful
citizens.
Richard (Rick) Landca, super-
intended of the new training fac-
ility, and Mrs. (Judy) Landon
were boats to the group interes-
ted in learning more about the
cedes which is being establish-
ed by the Kentecky Department
of Child Welfare on the grounds
of the former Jane Cook Hospit-
al.
Also prude were Child Wel-
fare Commissioner George Per-
kins and department represeota-
Uwe's who were anxious to get
acquainted with Mentfee Condi-
ans.
The social get-together mark-
ed the turning point in an instit-
utioa established in 1915 as Men-
tree County Mgt School under
supervision of the United Pres-
byterian Board of Missions.
When lames Rocker, Lexing-
ton, director of health and wet-
Are of the United Presbyterian
110111ed of Kentucky, turned over
to Commissioner Perkins a ring
of keys to the center's various
buildings, It meant with arrival
of the first group of six or twel-
ve youths the last of March or
first of April, a program would
begin that would embody pr-tact-
• of past institutions occupy-
ing the grounds, plus the Wow-
tut one of rehabilitating slow-
harsher yoga*.
These youths, explained the
commissiour and Ms staff, can
Indeed be taught skills that will
lead to meaningful employment
and social values that will enable
to fit into a normal society.
PlIftlithis explained most boys
admitted to Frenchburg Boys C.-
nter would be slow-learning you-
ths, 13 14 and 15 years old, with
an occasional 10-year old or at
the other age limit an occasiooal
17-year-old. Youths will be super-
vised at all times, eves in open-
center training. Their "special"
eAsaLtion will include arts and
crafts to prepare Mean for voc-
tattoos, extol ulnas, work ex-
perience on the premises, rec-
reatioo and religious activities—
all aimed toward making a use-
ful citizen of a youth who other-
wise might not have this oppor-
tunity.
The commissioner explained
the ceder could retain a boy
until it was decided he could
01 into a normal society or un-
til age 18. Still debatable, he
said, is whether the center can
retain a youth to age
Department administrative ai-
des pointed out job evenings at
the center for local people who
could cootact Sept. Landon at
the center any Wednesday for
the next three to five weeks
after which he will be at the
center full time.
The pride of Menifee Combs.
ns in their city was evident when
a proposal was presented to ch-
ange the name of the center from
Beaver Creek Boys Camp to Fr-
enditsarg Boys Center. "1 have
a feeling we're going to be mig-
hty proud of this center," said
a minister, and some of u
thought we might like to dance
the name from Beaver Creek."
The stream flows through the
community, bat as a einem said,
the name Beaver Creek is more
gramma with areas downstr-
eam.
SNOW USE
NEW YORK UPI - The city's
sanitationmen, taken off guard
by a snowstorm last mouth, were
all ready Sunday to deal with a
4-to-4 inch fall forecast by the
weatherman.
"Snow Alert" had been decl-
ared, 230 trucks were salting
streets, and 5,000 men on over-
time were standing by. But snow-
fall to the city amounted to only
a "trace."
IL
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ANNIVERSARY SALE
ALL MAYTAG PRODUCTS SOLD DURING SALE GUARANTEED
YEARS PARTS & LABOR
• ,
MAYTAG
FACTORY TRAINED SERVICE
Portable Dishwasher
(1) 6 CYCLES
(2) LARGEST CAPACITY
(3) 2 YEAR FREE PARTS & LABOR
gq
Porta Dryer
1)PLUGS INTO 115 VOLTS
(2) ROLLS ON CASTERS
(3) 2 YEAR FREE PARTS & LABOR
Washer Features
(1) COLOR-NO EXTRA COST
(2) 2 YEAR FREE PARTS & LABOR
(3) PRESSURE FILL
- VIRb 'IA • •
...sec. herniae- sod fralw
vr...",,It r 4 •-•4;1.44+ 4
1
Model D6OS
A
Dryer Features
(1) ELECTRONIC CONTROL
(2) PERMANENT PRESS CYCLE
(3) 2 YEAR FREE PARTS & LABOR
No Maytag Product Bought During Sale Can Cost You One
Cent During First Two Years Of Use For Parts And Labor
WARD - EL INS
-
753-1713
• . -
• _
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SENSING THENEWS
By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE vICE realiDINT
Southarn States Industrial Council
That Promised Housecleaning
If President Richard U. Nixon
really wants to set this nation
on a truly new course, he will
have to end the Liberal Establi-
ehment's control over key gover-
Ihment jobs at the middle echelon
level. Conservative government
cannot be achieved simply by in-
stalling a new President in the
White House. The White House,
executive department and agency
staffers and aides must be per.
sons imbued with a realistic,
conservative outlook.
Thus far Mr. Nixon has moved
_Aslowly in filling these middle ec-
Thelon posts. A number of former
administration aides are even
being held over. Need exists now
for prompt filling of the key
positions by persons who are
Identified with policies of real-
ism and conservatism.
President Nixon made a very
specific campaign pledge to clean
house at the State Department.
&Those who supported Mr. Nixon
—in the election are counting on
him to live up to his campaign
promise. They will be looking
closely at the new personnel
arrangements at the State Depart-
ment an at the White House.
Unquestionably, they have reas-
ons to expect that bar dlines on in-
ternational questions will beapp..
ointed to major policy-making
sand advisory posts.
An effective housecleaning at
the State Department cannot be
accomplished without a thorough
going change of Assistant Secre-
taries of State. Those officials
Identified with the unrealistic,
no-win, giveaway policies of the
last eight years must be replac-
ed. New men, who are known as
realists, must be given positions
*of authority.
For example, Mr. Nixon's su.
pporters, who want and expect
significant change, will view with
special interest the President's
choice of a new Assistant Secre-
tary of State for African Affairs.
The incumbent Assistant Sec-
retary, Joseph Palmer, is iden-
tified with the mistaken and often
disastrous policies of the last
*administration, such as the econ-
omic sanctions against Rhodesia,
the political pressure against
South Africa, and the indecisive
stand on the Nigerian-Biafran
war. Mr. Palmer, as a symbol
• of what's been wrong with one
major segment of U. S. foreign
policy, should go. His replace-
ment should be a man who is
known as an advocate of realis-
t tic African policies and a belie-
ver in cementing relations with
• civilised states in Africa.
The staffing at the White Hou-
se also is of great concern to the
country. It is very important
that these staff members be per-
sons who believe in cold war
victory, who reject the soft-hea-
ded disarmament notions of the
last administration, who are firm
on such issues as Red China,
Castro, and who lolieve in close
ties with the fits enterprise
nations of the world community.
It is revealing that Dr. Richard
hardliner appointed to the White
House national security staff,
has come under attack by news-
paper columnists identified with
the Liberal Establishment. The
elements in the country who coul-
dn't elect Hubert Humphrey app-
arently have decided to mount
a subtle campaign to prevent
appointment of conservatives and
to promote selection of middle
echelon officials who are inclined
to continue the polic.les of the
Pad.
Americans understandably are
proud of the smooth and courteo.
us ceremonial transities fro
the Johnson administration to th
Nixon administration. But thos
who supported Mr. Nixon don'
expect and surely don't want
continuation of the policies in
force these eight years past.
The election of Mr. Nixon was a
signal from the electorate that
it's time for a change — a m-
ingful change in national policy.
As the Liberal Establishment
continues to have enduring infl-
uence through the mass media
concentrated in the Northeast,
It is using its power to try to
Infiltrate the Nixon administrat-
ion and to divert it from conser-
vative and realistic goals. It is
very important, therefore, that
conservatives who turned out for
Mr. Nixon at the polls also let
the President and his top officia-
ls know that they are waiting on
counting on the housecleaning
hat he promised in Washington.
Defiled Orlosa-up
Tap off a backyard dinner
with an easy-En-make fancy
dessert — flaming strawberries.
With a potato peeler, remove
the skin from an orange, and
cut it into small pieces. Cook
the orange gest in • skillet or
Chafing dish Maser pan with
1 cup of orange Mice and Y2
cup of sugar for 5 minutes. Add
3 cups of fresh strawberries
and heat about 1 minute. Re-
move from heat. In a small
pan, heat 3/4 cup plus 1 table-
spoon of cognac slight'''. Whenthe alcohol fumes begin to
rise, light with a long match
and pour over strawberries.
Spoon flaming sauce over ber-
ries with long-handled spoon
or shake pan gently until
flames die. As flames dwindle
pour sauce over a large mound
of vanilla ice cream. If desired,
peaches, pears or other summer
fruit may replace berries.
I I
• • •
How about a black velvet
dinner suit bound in black satin
and featuring a Nehru vest?
Knickers, of course In case
you have qualms, matching bell
bottom pants are available.
Dentist's Delight?
Drills used to prepare blocks
of ore for blasting at Interna-
tional Nickel's Ontario and Mani-
toba mines can be extended to
drill a continuous hole up to 200
i feet long. The super drill rods
'are made up of two-foot sections.
• * •
The United States had a ipopu-
lation of 4 million when 
 
George
Washington took the oath of
office as President in 1789.
• * •
Penn State University at
University Parjr, Pa., accepted its
first two female students in 1871.
EXHAUSTIVE EXAMINATION Norman May, Fisher Body
public relations director in Detroit, directs a pointer to the
replacement drain plug in a cutaway auto body to show
where exhaust fumes are claimed to be entering Chevrolets
of vintages 1955-1969 The plug WAR used to remove cur-
phis bonderlsina solution during manufacture General mo-
tors is calling back 2.4 million Chevlea for correction.
7-47,
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SHOP...COMPARE...OUR...LOW, LOW PRICES
•yir•
001301
OOD 
DEPAstl.TMENT STOP E5
LIBBY PINK
SALMON
(reg. 84 
)16 oz69can
Heins Tomato - 26-oz. bottle
KETCHUP 39°
Libby - 18-oz. cans
FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 cans '1.00
PRINCESS CREAM
COOKIES
CHOC
• VANILLA
DUPLEX
3 24 oz.
pkgs.
Libby - 46-oz. cans
TOMATO JUICE
Vermont Maid - 24-0z. size
SYRUP
 3 cans '1.00
 59*
HYDE PARK
ICE
CREAM
SAVE 24
2 gal.59'reg. 190
Lady Scott - Box of 200 Facial or 2-Roll Pak Bathroom
TISSUE ea. 25*
Northern Jumbo
TOWELS 29*
mILLONS OF EXTRA
QUALITY STAMPS
WHEN YOU SAVE QUALITY STARS300 Extra Quality Stamps with each filled Quality Star cover card. Fillas many cards as you like!!
TIDE
Soap Power
with
coupon and
$5.00 or more
purchase
(Reg. 839
49A-ox
box
Limit: 1 box please
SMOKiel
.11* .••--; VALUABLE COUPON "---"
SOAP POWDER
TIDE
491/4-os.
(REG. 83e) — — box
With this coupon and $5.00
more purchase.
Limit: 1 Coupon Per Customer
COUPON VALID THRU MARCH 8th
REDEEM AT
COOPER-MARTIN
PICKS_
(SLICED _ _ _ lb. 399
01111111 MOO
Fresh Pork
SPARE RIBS lb. 59*
Swift Premium
FRANKS  lb. 65*
SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN
STEAKS
allno
Whole
lb. gamma
4W
33c
4
Vain Pak
PORK CHOPS lb. 75*
Booth - 8-oz. Pkg.
FISH STICKS  39*
Whole
ut
MINN Was --ROUND
Swift Premium ProTen - Bone in cut
RUMP ROAST 
Swift Premium ProTen
T-BONE STEAKS __
GOLDEN RIPE
— —lb. —
Swift Premium Sliced
lb. 89* BACON 
Sliced
90
_ _ _ _ lb. '1.39 SMOKED JOWL 
BANANAS .1111M 411=111 MEM •••••• 44/1 1M
lb. 69*
lb. 49*
10c
Tender Pascal Large Stalk
CELERY  19*
KRAFT SAVE 26 [reg. S1:25)
VELVEETA 2'"°x99'
Kraft Grape - 2-1b. jar
JAM or JELLY
Kraft - 7-oz. boxes
MACARONI DINNER 2 boxes 49.
 49.
STAR KIST
TUNA3.y.....89 C
cans 
Kraft 7* Off - 32-oa. bottle
OIL 
Kraft - 32-oe. jar
MIRACLE WHIP 59*
59*
HYDE
88C
4
QUALITY
STARS
11„ 
Redeem at Cooper-Paortin
WilltliSi1111111111111 1 1 111011111111 01 11 111111 liffilt11111111
FREE! 4 QUALITY STARS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
=Hefty Plastic Bags
Limit: 1 Coupon Per Customer
Coupon Expires Sat-, March 8, 1569
H1111111111 C 0 Li P 0 N !IP
-
t I
lq 'API
QUALITY IlI ;! j COUPON 111111 'MIMI
STARS FREE! 4 QUALITY STARS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
•
PAIS Pieta Nylon Hose
Limit I Coupon Per Customer
Coupon Expirve Rat., March 8. 1159
Modern at COOPISR-MARTIN
4
QUALITY
STARS
01
QUALITY
STARS
a-ea.
111111 PriPETEIZETTIM
COUPON
SlAs,sl,t5„3
FREE! 4 QUALITY STRS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
Excedrin Tablets
thrift 1 Coupon POI CUStORIOf
Coupon Expirtr Sat.. March 1969
Itotosat as COOPEa-MARTIM
01111111 1i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114
co upON
STAMPS
111111vs
FLEE! 4 QUAL!TY STAPS
With This Coupon ond Purc: case of
Ban Spray Deodorant I
tieRit: 1 Coupon P.. C1/1110TOI
Coupon ExpIrrit Rat.. March 8. 19811 ‘11111
81.4..,.81.4..,. al COOPER-MARTIN
11111t111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111 o 04,111,i
SHOP...COMPARE...OUR...LOW, LOW PRICES
sre'
•4•Amio...+L •
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gicnpag. Gonda, goNs These dramatic photo, made by amateur photographer Gary
Bender show the raging Santa Ana River tearing down the Van Burn Street bridge at
Riverside, Calif. It connects Interstate AO and 91. It's the wettest winter in coast history.
fleaders, suddenly began a ape-
Backstairs At The 'ech of his own after DeGaulle's
White House few remarks of gratitude. Of-
ficial stenographers had long
since departed the toasts of the
By MERRIMAN SMITH two chief executives, so It is
UPI White Heine Reporter history's loss that there is no
WASHINGTON 5 — Back- precise record of what Menu-
stairs at the White House: bin said.
It happened so late last Sat- Whatever it was, it had to be
tarday night that it escaped a presidential musicale first.
great international attention— Menubin's theme was relatively
violinist Yehndi Menubin's lee- simple, but at the end of a long,
tare on beauty over material- tiring day, it seemed endless.
liars delivered to a basic and- One man swore Menuhin talked
iesce of two. for 30 minutes. Actually, it was
Who made up the apparently something like five to seven
somewhat surprised audience? minutes.
President Nixon 'ind his dinner The world and residents
guest, French President Charles thereof, the artist said in a de-
de Gaulle. termined speaking tone, were
The scene was the changeable entirely too caught up in meter-
drawing room in the Paria resi- ialiso without sufficient &ppm
dence of U. S. Ambassador IL L ciation of beauty.
Sargent Shriver. The room, us- Man, he went on, too often
ually a comfortable large cham- regr7ded beauty as having been
bet for receiving small groups, created merely for his own pie-
had been converted into a ban-!asure whereas man was only
gest room for 83 persons. Then, 1 part of in overall order, and at
after dinner, the tables were that, a part ranking far, far be-
removed, slender gold chairs low beauty.
placed in neat rows and the While both presidents were
guests returned for a muscle deueedly polite about the whole
'maturing the violin virtuoso matter, each man in his own
with his sister at the piano. way seemed to refled a gritty
Menuhin played superbly and determination to pay attention.
the two President arose to De Gaulle rocked on his heels
thank hits The other guests a bit impatiently. Nixon studied
also stood The French presi- the carpet, Menuhin's shoes,
dent recalled bow Menuhin, as and may have been wondering,
a young prodigy, had perform- as did some of the guests, when
ed for the Free French forces Menuhin would get to the point.
early in World War IL When the violinist finished
No Precise Record his mannerly discouse on be.
The artist, standing only a auty, Nixon finally got a chan-
tey feet from the two powerful ce to say a word before escort-
Watch for
Sue and Charlie's
MG MIEN
MARCH 6
Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies,
NEW HOUR S
Sunday 11:30 am to 8:30 pm
Tuesday through Saturday 4:00pm to 10:00 pm
We Are Closed On Monday
1.1p!. and CHARLIEAeaa' 1S
ing De Gaulle and his wife to
the door. lie said Menuldn's
eloquence with words was mat-
ched only by the eloquence of
his music. And that, indeed, was
eloquent
Broadway
"By JACK GAITER
UPI Drains Eater
NEW YORK — When
"Forty Carata" evened at the
M or osc o Theater recently,
there was no such confusion
as that connected with the pre-
miere of -The Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie." last January.
On that occasion, the cus-
towers scanned the program,
noted that the author was list-
ed as one Jay Allen and en-
gaged in an intramural inter-
rogation along the lines of
"Who's hey'
By now, of course, thanks k
the critical and financial suc-
cess of "Brodie." almost every-
one interested in the theater
knows that Jay Allen is not a
be but a she, and a most at-
tractive one at that
Jay is a nickname of sorts.
She was born Jacqueline Pres-
son in Port Worth. Texas, did
most of her growing up in San
Angelo in the same state and
attended Mlas • Hockaday's
School for Young Ladies in
Dallas. She came to New York
with the Idea of becoming an
actress—she did some stage
work—and began using the
name Jay when she was ask-
ed to shorten her name.
But the acting bit palled af-
ter a time, and she married
Lewis Alien. a Broadway and
Hollywood film producer. A
daughter. Brooke, now 12, csime
along to claim most of her at-
tention for a couple of rears,
but she had a yen to write.
Mrs Allen's first efforts were
television scripts, and she had
a success with them, being pro-
duced on "Philo° Playhouse,"
'The Armstrong Circle Thea-
ter" and other important dra-
ma series of that titne
When the television drama
demand fell off. Mrs. Allen
dawdled along for a time Then
she read Muriel Spark's novel
about an eccentric Scottish
schoolmistress na m ed Jean
Brodie and felt It would make
an unusual Play
The play first was done In
London, where it had a great
success with Vanessa Ftealgrave
In the title role. Then producer
Robert Whitehead presented It
here, and It ran almost a year.
Mrs Allen also did the screen
adaptation of the play, and the
film was made in England last
summer Mearrehile she has
turned out a screenplay of Sir
James Barrie's "Mary Rose"
for Alfred Hitchcock and the
libretto for a musical about
Queen Victoria
And, of course, "Forty Car-
ats," which she adapted from
the originil ?relied by Barillet
and Grady, who also wrote the
play Abe Burrows turned into
"Cactus Plower," a David Mer-
rick gold mine that closed re-
••••• •••-•
••••••••kliNilMl•-
ammeatapingars•no rso••••••
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SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers
Here are some Detected gees-
Was that we received last weak
mad Should be of interest to
readers of this column.
1. Q. I am a female, born on
July 11, 1908. How many quip
tars will I need to qualify ft
social security benefits?
A. You will need 19 quarters,
4% years of work covered by
social security.
11. Q. My husband, who is SO
years old, is drawing disability
from social security. I am 117
years old, and must stay home
asid care for hem Our children
are all grown and married. Can
I draw any social security bens
fits
A. A woman is eligible for
wife's benefits only if she is
62 or if she has children Un-
der 18 and eligible for benefits
In her care.
s. Q. My wife and I are sew
&rated. Could I get a higher
social security payment when
I retire if she didn't get mg
wife's payment?
A. No, your payment is tbs
mem whether your wife re
calves benefits or not. The
wife's benefit is payable in add-
ition to any benefit the wage
earner 
receives.4. Q. My mother received soc-
ial security for me for two
years after my father died until
I was 18. I have sorted two
years and saved some money
to go to college. Could I
any social security benefits
I started school now?
A. Yes. Social Security bene-
fits are payable to the child
of a deceased worker if the
child is between 18 and 22
years of age, unmarried, and
enrolled as a full time student.
If you do go back to scheal.
.you will need to go to the soc-
ial security office and
application for payments to bp-
Si&
5. Q. I see my home toys
doctor regularly for control Of
my heart condition, but go to
a dactor in another state about
once every two months for an-
other condition. I know I ha*
t3 file my medical
claim for his service in
_ther state, but do I have
meet the $50 deductible
as well is in the state where
live?
A. No — only one medical in
surance deductible must be met
in a year — regardless of where
services are obtained.
6. Q. My wife has been ntehi
tally ill for four years. 
Tl.
State hospital where she is come.
mined advised me to file E,
claim for disability benefits,
which I did, and my wife's bene-
fits are being paid. But the soc-
ial security people said my
seven year old daughter was
not eligible because she was not
dependent on my wife. Did the
last changes in the social sec-
urity law alter this rule?
A Yes. Effective with the
month of February 1968, a chil41
Is deemed to be dependent on
its mother if the mother work-7
ed long enough under sociaI4
security to be fully insured. A
previous requirement that the
woman worker also have social
security credit for very recent
work (unless it could be shown
that she had furnished more
than t4 the child's support) has
been removed. The changed.
rule applies in retirement and
death cases as well. The revis-
ion now makes the require-
ments for dependency on a mo-
ther the samE as those by
which children formerly were
deemed dependent on a father
See your social security office
immediately to apply on behalf
of your daughter,
cently after more than two
years
Merrick also is the producer
of "Forty Carats," and Bur-
rows directed withhis sure
comedy touch
The new play is an amusing
affair, delightfully performed
bwstar Julie Harris and an ex-
cellent all-round east, includ-
ing the fast-rising young Mar-
co St John. Murray Hamilton
Glenda Terrell. Polly Ftowles,
Nancy Marchand. Gretchen
Corbett and John Cecil Holm.
"Party Carats" deals with
the romance of a 46-year-old
woman, twice divorced and
with a 17-year-old daughter,
with a forthright 22-year-old
heir to an industrial fortune.
She tries to fight against the
alliance, but finally gives in,
Meanwhile. daughter has been
captured by a 46-yeas-old wid-
ower.
As escapist fluff, expertly
written, directed and perform-
ed. this is delightful entertain-
ment.
• • -
The first telephone exchange
in the world opened at New
Haven. Cann., in 1877
.5*
Tessa IJi the home of 18 oil
refine**.
•
Julie Andrews Changes Image
What's This? 'Mary Poppins”
By ARMY ARCNERD
Ceetrai Press Association
Correspondett t
HOLLYWOOD—"! know the
Mary Poppins' linage will prob-
ably follow me forever atter,"
smiled Julie Andrews, "but I
opefully choose to believe a
tar's image can be influenced
by his or her last-picture."
Julie just completed "Darling
Lill," which she started March
18, 1988—with still two days'
filming remaining in Ireland
when she and Blake Edwards
can get some sunshine on the
location they abandoned last
Year.
"With 'Star' and 'Darling
Lili,' there surely must be some
change in the impression I've
reated," she hopefully added.
-There is absolutely no trace of
.Mary Poppins' whatsoever. I'm
going to be terrifically inter-
ested in fan reaction and find
out whether 'Mary Poppins' has
had her day. 1--for one—how-
ever, have never minded her
living with me in my career."
Miss A. followed her "Pop-
pins" blockbusting success, you
recall, with an even bigger box-
office smash hit, "Sound Of
Music," another sweet role, as
Maria Von Trapp. 'This film,
too was aimed at the younger
family market. "Star." on the
other hand had no appeal for
youngsters. And it was disap-
pointing at the bozoffice.
• • •
NEVERTHELESS, Julie
forewarns, "The public follow-
ing me had best get used to the
fact that a highly sophisticated
woman of the world is on the
scene in „'Darling LUi.' I play a
British singing entertaingr of
World War I who actually is a
shrewed Gentian spy." Now the
question is, will the public buy
Julie Andrews—or "Mary Pop-
pins" as—a German spy?
Further, Julie seduces a
Here's .lutie Mary Poppies) Andrews trying her
og•—she's practicing her wiles on co-stor Reck
handsome Allied flying ace,
played by Rock Hudson, to learn
secrets that would help the
enemy.
"Yes," she smiles, "it's very
sexy, but the sex as exemplified
In a bed episode with Rock and
a love scene with me in the
shower art played for laughs.
And. I also made my debut as a
strip-teaser. Being inneitib
modest, I didn't enjoy that
Much. I wouldn't let anfatt.-
alders on the set to watch that
day and I was aching to ask
the crew to leave because I was
REEL RIOT
SPECTACULAR!
•
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a German Spy?
n*vi im-
Hudson.
self-conscious and embarrassed."
• • •
BLAKE EDWARDS, Miss
Andrews director and steady
fella, thinks it's the toughest
acting performance Julie has
ever had to face. "I'm in agree-
ment," she laughs. "It's not
just a musical film but rather
a romantic-adventure comedy
with music where I sort of run
the gamut emotionally.--
On the day the film completed
all its Hollywood scenes, Julie
and Edwards winged off to
Switzerland, then the Bahamas,
and a stop in Palm Springs be-
fore returning to Hollywood to
do the music scoring, for tlit
film. And now, with the 0.117
ception of those two days in
Ireland, and a TV special, Miss
A. is off on a leave-of-absence
from work.
"I'm simply going to do noth-
ing except let time tick away,"
she claims. "But I'm so used to
the discipline of work through
the years that I almost feel
guilty as I start this deliberate-
ly planned period of leisure. St
It's part of the dedication
devoting to me. I completed
'Star' and then 'Darling Lili'
almost without a break.
• • •
"RECENTLY on the Set, under
the lights, I remarked to Rock
Hudson who was sharing the
scene, 'You know, I think I'm
tired of acting. Or anyway, I'm
tired.' That's a first for that
kind of utterance for me 8.&
I'm usually anticipating what'T
coming next, a film, a song or
r. dance.
"It's funny I really scannot
believe what I'm intending to
do- -no picture assignments Un-
til very late in the year. ICO
like severing a binding chord.
But during the coming months,
I'm determined to be a con-
tented household sloth and that,
at least, in my book is neve-
casting for Julie Andrews!"
Julie admits she's =feeling
more relaxed already, leas im-
pelled by the ambition that once
drove her. She admits, "My
career has been the land of
plenty. So I'm now going to
turn to me as a person, to lift
some of the pressure of the
actress-performer, and to live
my life and see where-I--go"
Tudginiraviser-recent - taw0
suits against several magazines,
Julie Andrews plans to live that
life --privately.
Special Purchase — The world's most famous manufacturers of fish-
ing reels — Garcia, babe°, Heddon, South Bend and Martin.
140 ABU-Motic
MINNOW
59
220 Spinning Reel
YOUR
CHOICE
606 Zebus
ZEBCO KIT
202 REEL
2020 ROD
America's largest selling spincast outfit.
Years of trouble-free fishing pleasure. So
simple anybody can use,
BUCKET TROUT NET FLOATS
59f r a ns •Fells City Minnow W with elastic shoulder
lifirshet oil metal cord. Perfect for
siosestroctiors. fresh water.
Every fleksurnan whl
wont to buy severed
at this low, low
price 5c
Martin Toffy Model 8
91
Fishing Line
Oareip Jurnise Spool c
of nsonofilarnent
In your fororitr
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER NON-SAT9 am to 9 pmFEE FAUN Murray, Kentucky SUN 1 - 6 pm
V••••••-••••••••••••••••
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THE BEST time for a visit is
during the one week out of each
month when skinning takes
place. The number killed is dic-
tated by the market demand
and the number of orders to be
filled. Utai's experienced skin-
ners ean remove a skin in lees
han 20 minutes.
The reptiles are usually at
least three years old, six feet
long, and some 18 inches around
the middle. Death comes swift-
ly, with a sharp stab at a vul-
nerable spot at the back'of the
neck.
Then the skinner takes over
by making two slits down the
back. He eases. the skin from
PAO' NMI
Thailand Crocodile Farm
This crocodile tank on Utai's farm Is a mot inhospitable place.
By STEVE LIBBY
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
IN THE COMMUNITY of Paknam, Thailand, 30 miles from
the capital city of Bangkok, a man named Mai Yougparbakthom
operates a farm as unusual as his name. His "livestock"? Croco-
diles- 3,000 of them.
20 years ago, Utai was dissatisfied with the quality and the
supply of crocodile skins he was able to buy for resale, so he
went into business for himself. Today he runs what is believed
be the largest crocodile farm in the world.
Yougparbakthorn knew nothing about the business of raising
the reptiles, in the beginning. He studied them in their natural
habitat, then experimented. He knew they demanded careful
raising in captivity, and that they had to be skillfully skinned
at just the right time to insure the highest quality.
Utai built a series of concrete-walled tanks, with 30 crocodiles
in each. The tanks have a raised area in the center and a moat
around the edge, much like the
carnivoroua reptiles live in their farmer decided it was wiser to
natural habitat. The water is breed his own. The breeders are
hanged daily, and the tanks 15 to 20 years old. The female
re roofed with coconut leaf lays up to 200 eggs in the sand
thatch. Croce do not like too by the edge of the pool, and
much Sun. they are hatched by the heat
of the Sun.
They must be instantly re-
moved on hatching .else they be
devoured by mature crocodiles
--even their own mother. The
babies hatch about the same
size as a lizard, are placed 'in
wooden boxes, each with a little
Water,' and covered with a
mesh-wire screen. They are fed
mashed fish until they are large-
enough to fend for themselves.
• • •
VISITORS are warned not to
erhngle their legs over the pools
while attendants feed the adult
crocodiles whole fish. One snap
of the jaws could be fatal.
Xhe reptiles are known for their
the flesh with a blunt blade vicious nature and, even in cap-
ugging it away from the feet tivity, their carnivorous attitude
and Jags, being caution, „ot to cannot be bred out of them.
rip the skin. The skin is soaked Utai also makes a profit from
in salt water to preserve its a few side products. Meat is
sold to restaurants as a deli-suppleness before being sent on
to a nearby factory for treat. cacy. It is also dried for ulti-
merit. mate use in medicinal purposes,
• • • as an effective remedy for
MANY SKINS are exported breathing
whokerwhtie others are Witty boosekmit.4,441,01444"*.,
manufactured into shoes, hand- crocodile' are killed, at
bags and wallets. sold as souvenirs.
In the early days. Utai pur- A dozen other Thai farmers
hased young crocodiles from have copied Yougparkagthorn's
°cal hunters or had them efforts, but the original farm,
hipped in from other parts of 'established a generation ago, is
sia or Indonesia. But the by far the largest.
•
•
Hospital Report
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Buthal Holmes, Hazel;
ells Overby, 1507 Sycamore,
urray; Mrs. Janice Newsome,
te. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Ynema Wri-
Rte. 1, Murray, Master Ja-
es Cothran, Rte. 5, Benton;
rs. Dessie Shekell, 207 Poplar
Murray; Miss Laura Kelso,
e. I, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Gracie
ails, Rte. 6, Murray, Mrs. Etta
k, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Hass-
West, Lynnville;
DISMISSIALS
B. W. Melugin, 719 Poplar St.,
write; Mrs, Fred King, 301 Ea-
•
st Chestnut, Murray; Mil'. J00
Edwards, Rte. 5, Benton; Mrs.
Rema Cole, 814 Main St., Mur-
ray; Mrs. John White, 1710 Mil-
ler, Murray, Mrs. Nella Outlane‘
Rte. 5, Murray, Thomas Parker,
505 South 8th, Murray; Miss Lor-
etta Wadkins, 512 Broad St., Mur-
ray; Mrs. Bill Fain, 800 North
18th, Murray; Mrs. Alma Adams,
Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Jeannie
Lamb, 504 South 6th, Murray;
Melvin Grogan, Rte. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Chester Vied, Rte. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Louise Balentine, Rte . 3,
Murray; Pearl Gossett, 523 Sou-
th 11th, Murray; Mrs. Betty Aiza-
11, 23 Orchard Hgts., Murray;
Mrs. Reba Clayton, South 9th,
Murray; Mrs. Jessie Rogers, 811
North 16th, Murray; Jerlyine Di-
ck, Rte. 1, Benton:
JOHNNY COMES RUNNING HOME Returning home from
duty in Vietnam. John Read rushes toward his running wife.
Lillian. and their son he never had seen, in Petchogue.N.Y.
Other relatives are waning on the porch in the background.
A lark's billboard on the front yard proclaimed, -Johnny
Conies Marching Home Today
•
QM'
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THZ LEDGER lb TIMER — MIIRRAt ERNTIMILY
Morton - 14-oz.
CREAM PIES  4/$1.00 STEAKS 16-oz,
Frosty Acres - 8-oz.
BROCCOLI SPEARS 
FLOUR 25 Lbs $1.89
PUREX BLEACH
29(1
FOR SOUP OR
BOLLING
BRISKET
WEDNIXIDAY — MARCH 5. 1989
U.S. Choice Beef (Center Cuts _ _ lb. 590
CHUCK ROAST
Round Bone
Boneless Pot
ROAST
Short Ribs of
BEEF_ _ _ lb. 29
Fla. Seedless - 5-lb. bag
GRAPEFRUIT 
Yellow Sweet - 3-lb. bag
ONIONS 
Washed - 20-lb. bag
RED POTATOES  
Fresh - 6-oz. bag
RED RADISHES 
Fresh Texas - lb. bag
CARROTS 
SPECIAL PACK
lAi`c 114PBIECu'sitrEN NOODLE SOUP 
KREY PORK - 1-Lb. Cup
Lean - Meaty - Pork
TEENIE-WEENIE SMALL TENDER
GREEN
PEAS
PARKERS FOOD MARKET
eione-rems.acomiertesineWsaieseentartsletieleeleCareleit
- --,----er—e-Memeelereiesomeeeee•eereeree;•-e'
1.1101,C-111LIGPORIK9111.
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a & TIMES — multft•y. KENTUCKY WEDNIINDAY — MARCII Cocullo The Town That Loves Snakes
strikes which are tied to ankles
and wrists with brightly colored
ribbons. The statue is also cov-
ered with piles of his and paper
dollars—an offering for the local
sanctuary sent by Cocullo be-
havers who live there or have
emigrated to America.
• • •
PEOPLE from all over Eur-
ope attend and, of course hun-
dreds visit Cocullo from other
nearby communities in Abruzzi
Province. Crowd reaction, on
seeing hundreds of gillgkes
squirming over the •-inagern
ranges from fascination to
horror.
The actual role of Saint
Domenico, the pious hermit, is
unclear. His is basically a "cov-
ering" function forlhis celebra.
lion of a pagan rite from the
era when intakes were offered
Sy STEVE LISSY
Written Ispecitally Or Central
Press and This Newspaper
COCULLO is a striall moun-
tain village not far from Rome,
in the Abruzzi region of Italy.
Every year, as the ftret
Thursday in May, citizens of
the community, situated near
Sulniona and L'Aquila, involve
themselves in an unusual cere-
mony. That's when Cocullo
weleosnes more visitors to the
Parade at the Snakes.
It's well known that Saint
Petrick drove all the snakes out
of Ireland 1.500 years ago. Les-
ser known is the fact that Saint
Patrick was, in fact, born in
Italy. Maybe that's one reason
for the predilection of the citi-
zenry in the Italian village in
the barren hills to emaciate
themselves with makes. Cer-
tab*, assapiste Ithibury ail
Ike aummal festivities lave hem
lost In antiquity.
• . •
mr ANY event, residents of
San Domenico a Cocullo start
collecting snakes - large runt
mall, common and rare, but all
11111Mpoitionous-- months ahead of
Elms. The reptiles are fed for
IIREMMInge and shedding, and
carefully kept in clay jars or
leather bags in anticipation of
the yearly festivities.
By May the snakes have their
splendidly bright and colorful
dda--almost, it seems to Co-
stello folk, a symbol of spring
anew the gray winter. Maybe
airs why they are brought This poser moduli wenn of Saint Domenico, entwined with live*kW In the Proeemaook. worn snakes, is is MON* Is the procession the first Thursday in May.around necks and arms, allowed
to coil and squirm as they to the local goddess in Angizia. lore performances or proem-please As has happened many times slow:, and if an Abruzzese doesSaint Dornenion.n n.pier_ in the earliest centuries of not "feel" a certain rite he willmache amine, leading thepa_ Christianity. the church has tol- not repeat it merely for tradi-rade, is also adorned with crated and assimilated these Lion's sake.
At the Cocullo festival each
year. representatives of Milan-
ese commercial firms appear on
the first Thursday in May to
purchase the snakes when the
procession has encred. They pay
about leS cents for a medium-
sized ynake, which are used in
the manufacture of pharmaceu-
tical belts. Since there are hun-
dreds of snakes in every-proces-
sion. the available supply is
cc nsidera ble.
There is another benefit, too,
doubtless more Important to
the Cocullo men who drape
themselves in snakes. Whenthe
snakes slip from their fore-
heads towards their noses and
necks, something incomprehens-
ible happens something which
absorbs the psychological capa-
cities of these men, distracting
them from the mundane prob-
lems of a modern-day world,
and other odd rites with roots
deep in local custom. It is be-
lieved to be a reflection of the
Ofite peoples, which small _coin-
munity made the make a sym-
bol of the liberating knowledge
of humanity.
The Cocullo snakes have
never annoyed anyone. so they
continue to play a vital role
the spring festi-val
The Abruzzi. despite its ad-
jacency to Rome, is a magnifi-
cent region with mountains
higher than the Appenines and
beeches quieter than the Adri-
atic Coast. The isolation and
pride of the Abruzzi is a guar-
antee of the genuineness and
the continuation 'of the Cocullo
mole Oast.
lth CONTRAST to residents
of l'esogny and Umbria, Abruz-
zi people do not care for folk-
This Is The Time To Do
Your Armchair Gardening
BY
&ow N. Itherelt
AMC Ell=ant
some ways to cut down hard wort
in the garden.
Plan your garden ahead of ti-
me. Plant only what your family
needs — no more. Then use theGardthdeg need not be a dui. recommended gardening practic-knit Mi. Is fact, you can be a "la. es, such as proper fertilising,Wo prim' - that is, do your mulching, and Insect and diseas-promo( an easy way. Hereare es control measures, to give you
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quality -vegeta6les with less work.
Try quality in your garden ra-
ther than quanity. Don't plant a
few more feet of row just becau-
se you have the space, unless
your family really needs the yes:-
etables for fresh use, cannini:
and freezing. Small gardens t
easier to take care of and usuall
yield higher - quality vegetables
than the large, poorly-managed
MOS.
Plan your garden near the hou-
se if possible, this saves steps
when caring for it and sten gat-
hering produce. The gardenprob-
ably will also get better care if
It is near the house. You may
want to border it with flowers
to add extra beauty to the home.
Your family will prefer a var-
iety of vegetables for meals in-
stead of serving the same veget-
ables man) times. Your garden
should have 12 to 18 different kin-
ds of vegetables for a good varie-
ty for family meals — and family
health. Vegetables are excellent
sources of vitamins, and growitig
a home garden is much less
expensive and more' enjoyable
way to get your vitamins than
buying them in a bottle from the
drug store.
Gardening is a hobby for many
people, as it is a source of good
excerLse, recreation, and per-
steal satisfaction. It can be en-
joyable, too, as a family project.
Growing a home garden to stmply
vegetables for family needs can
be' fun rather than a chore - if
you garden the Easy way.
For bulbar gardening infor-
mation collect, James M. Ever-
ett, Area Extension Agent in Ho-
rticulture, La Colter, Phone 665-
5671, or call the local Extension
Office.
A Home Economics degree in
family economics and home man-
agement offers careers such as
business, extension service, con-
saltant, research, teaching, writ-
ing, health agencies, rehabllitat-
ion, international programs and
man', others.
OUITS 3 R's FOR AID—Dr.
John E. Hannah talks to re-
porters in Washington after
President Nixon announced
his appointment as director
for the Agency for Interna-
tional Development (AID).
Nixon said Hannah "is go-
ing to take over one of the
most challenging assign-
ments the foreign aid pro-
gram" Dr. Hannah leaves
post as Michigan State Uni-
versity president.
"HIDDEN HUNGER" Arnold
E. Schaefer, nutrition chit;
at the Center for Control of
Chrome, Diseases, tells_ •
Senate committee in Wash"
ington that "hidden hunger"
is 'a major national problem.
• He said people in some parts
of the country think they
get enough to eat, but what
they eat ix inadequate for
good health.
Here Is How
Notification
Is Made
On several occasions, the
next-of-kin at soldiers
In Vbtasni have been subject-
ed to cruel hoaxes which feat
Lured false reports, according
to the Department of the Army.
The false reports have been
delivered by telephone, tele-
gram, or in person. In each
case, the hoax was discovered
when the relative of the sup-
posed casualty sought further
details from a nearby military
headquarters or Department of
the Army.
"There are a great number
of Kentucky servicemen serving
in the Army in the US and
overseas, and I think their next-
of-kin should know exactly how
the Army's notification system
works," said Major Alton D.
Sears, Unit Advisor to the Sec-
ond Brigade, 100th Division
(Tnt), Owensboro, Kentucky.
The official notice that any
Army member if dead Or miss-
ing in action always reaches the
primary next-of-kin by means
of a personal visit by an offic-
er or senior non-commissioned
officer, who will be prepared
to present proof of his identi-
ty, if asked. The information
contained in this first in-person
notification is verified shortly
thereafter by a telegram from
the Adjutant General, Depart-
ment of the Army, Washing-
ton, D.C.
When an Army member has
been wounded in action, or is
seriously ill, notice is delivered
to the next-of-kin by telegram.
The Department of the Army
never sends such notices by
telephone.
Major Sears indicated that be
had checked with representa-
tives of the Navy, Marines, and
Air Force, and found that their
notification systems are operat-
ed essentially the same as the
'r • Army's.
The official notice that any
member of the Navy, Marines
sr Air Force is dead or miss-
ing in action always is given the
primary next-of-kind through
personal notification by an of-
ficer or non-commissioned of-
ficer.
Wounded in action cases are
handled in the following man-
ners: the Air Force sends no-
tice by telegram: the Navy ac-
complishes its initial notificat-ion by telegram, and follows up
with a personal visit by an of-
ficer; the Marines notify the
next-of-kin personally, then a
telegram is seat confirming the
Information,
In making these facts known,
Major Sears said he felt that
the next-of-kin of servicemen
now should be able to tell
quickly whether or not they &IP
the subjects of a hoax or
"crank" telephone calls con-
cerning their loved ones who
are in the services.
newspaper advertising
could make the difference
BETWEEN BEING OPEN FOR BUSINESS...
PHONE
AND DOING BUSINESS
_
Turning so-so into great, that's the difference newspaper advertising can
• make! Successful businessmen tell their sales story again and again ...
and tell it where it does the most good, in the pages of this newspaper.
Ask us for details on how display advertising can work, for you.
THE Ledger & Tines
753-1916
SOUTH VIETNAM vice Presi-'
dent Nguyen Cao My wears
an expression of solemnity
as newsmen barrage him
with questions at the peace
talks III l'aris (rahketioto,
GETTING STRONGER
WASHINGTON UPI - Former+,
President Dwight D. Eisenhower
is getting stronger and his pneu-
monia is disappearing. Doctors
at Walter Reed Army Medical
Center call the progress "grat-
ifYing."
Eisenhower's vital signs, in-
cluding his heart, continue to
remain stable and his overall
condition "continues to improve
steadily," doctors reported.
They said the 78-year-old gen-
eral's diet was being increased.
Eisenhower was operated on
one week ago Sunday for an in.
testlnal blockage, and later dev-
eloped pneumonia in one lung,
He has suffered seven heart att-
acks since 1955, including sever-
al since he has been hospitalized.
College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKETT and DELMULT —
Truly Fine Cleaning rheas 753-3313
Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
514 W. Main Street Phone 753-L421
No other station wagon can carry this tune.
If the Big Bonds ever come back, they iust
might do it in o Volkswagen Station Wagon.
After oil, what other wagon cold take on 9
guys, instruments and 15 pieces of luggage at the
.some time2
What other wagon could do oil that while
'aeroging 23 miles -to the gallon and using pints of
oil insteod of quer te
Where else tgotuld a piano player Iwith his
• ,n1K•e••••••• me •••• .50, •••••
piano ond without the rest of the bandl fit through
o side door?
Or how about the boss giving out with a greatbig Blues number through a great big hole in theroof?
Then there's the winter circuit. IThe VW is theonly wagon around with rear engine traction and
on engine that doesn't dig antifreeze nohow.)
Anyhow, if thic sounds like your bog, get o Box.
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
Chestnut Street - Murray, Yentite
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olphins Now Add to the Florida fun
By SANPORD MARKEY
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
EARLY APRIL will mean a
"first" at Cape Coral Garden,
for John Scarpussi and Bubbles.
It'll mark the first anniver-
sary that the two teamed up
to become the star attraction
at Cape Coral Gardens, Just
outside Ft. Myers, Fla.
Scarpuzzi is the trainer of
the dolphin show that is one of
Florida's major attractions for
the estimated one million tour-
ist visitors to that state this
year.
Bubbles is a specialist in the
frolic and fun mix who, along
with two other bottle-nosed
members of the dolphin family,
provide the major source of hi-
jinks at the Gardens.
With Rae and Rocky, the
two other members of the dol-
phin family, --tursiops truncatus
to be formal-- the three have
become one of the fastest
growing and most popular en-
tertainment acts to hit Florida
since the end of World War H.
• • •
TODAY, the Sunshine State
at least 12 major water
show! • including Marineland.,
near St. Augustine, where a
3,400-pound whale named Moby
leaps 16 feet out of the water.
and the Seaquarium, at Miami,
where Flipper of TV fame ca-
vorts while not on camera.
' At Cape Coral, though, the
three porpoises perform four
times daily for 30 minutes and
will attract an estimated 300,-
000 visitors by year's end. They
perform in a 240,000-gallon salt-
water pool where a Spanish
galleon has been constructed to
appear as if it had run aground.
However, that's only the
scenic effect, for the show re-
volves around the porpoises
who go through their paces,
jumping through hoops, play-
ing basketball, leaping 18-20
feet out of the water for fiah,
giving dogs a bare-back ride
across the water and a host of
other tricks.
• • •
'THEY work together or in-
dividually." said trainer Scar-
puzzi, who began working with
the bottle-nosed porpoises al-
most six years ago.
• "Each has her or his other
personality and I guess Bub-
Writer Sanford Markley extends a willing hand to bubbles as trainer
Jack Scarpuzzi, Miss MCW111111.1 Myers, Rae and Rocky look on.
bles is perhaps the most per-
sonable of the bunch. Don't let
anyone tell you they don't have
human-like qualities. They talk
to each other, by way of squeals.
They know our voices and un-
derstand our hand signals."
• • •
-THEY have a highly nervous
system, and can develop human-
like ailments including duedenal
ulcers which they get Under
strain, and we gibe. to treat
them accordingly," pointed gut
Scarpuzzi.
He recalled one instance when
Bubbles was not performing up
to standard.
"I/had to use a special diet
of vitamin pills mixed with fee-
landic herring and fresh water
melt. The new formula cured
her because soon as she felt
better, she swam by with an
even bigger smile than her per-
petual smile, and when she
reached the end f the pool, she
TalEfxRi7.-41 F11, .HONO11Fili
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' raised her head at the crowd
gave an exceptionally loud
squeak and swam back, giving
me an extra-special nudge. For-
tunately. I had braced myself,"
I he said with a chuckle.
Irnammals, they are also prank-
Swift. graceful. and beautiful
alters and clowns, giving vent to
!their feelings by occasionally
!seeking tin extra. pat or caress
I from their trainer, or express
. their dislike with an additional
hard slap with their tail -that
is flat hard enough to harm you,
but it delivets the message"
said Scarpuzzi.
Exact ages of the three are .
difficult to estimate since they --
were captured in the Gulf e
Stream, but Scarpuzzi esti-
mates Bubbles is seven. Rae,
eight and Rocky. five. They
can be mated in captivity.
and generally live to be 35-to-
45 years old, with the best ages
of training fll,M four to to,
American Wives
By ROBERT MUSEL
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
American restaurant has a new
• and dangerous competitor—
the American housewife
With the aid of what are
called convenience foods she is
now able to place before her
family a meal equal to that
served in many good restau-
rants.
And some of the best brains
In the restaurant industry are
busy considering how best to
tempt the family away from
• 
the built-in attractions of
home. such as backyard living
add television, and out for a
Meal.
In the opinion of Joseph H.
Baum, senior vice president of
•
•
Giving Chefs Same Competition
Restaurant Associates Indus-
tries, this competition has been
good for both sides. Families
are getting a more varied diet
and restaurants have raised
their standards to the point
where even grudging Euro-
peans concede American food
Is as good as any in the world.
""The modern housewife's
mother and grandmother were
nod cooks, too," Baum said.
"But they concentrated on
simple, wholesome foods"
Today's young mother has a
better kitchen and a greater
interest in a wider variety of
dishes. Even if she doesn't
want to cook some night all
she has to do is light a candle
for the dining table and she
can have a beautiful meal."
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But Baum, as one of the key
figures in a $70 million a year
restaurant and food complex,
is a resourceful fellow and be-
lieves more and more Ameri-
cans will get the restaurant
habit regardless of the delights
of home.
"The economy makes it pos-
sible for more people to dine
out," he said. "Company res-
taurants and cafeterias are
now so good they are creating
a new mass of people who want
to go out and be served from
time to time. But they know
what they want. You must give
value for the time and money
people spend in your place."
Baum, who has created some
of the most talked about res-
taurants in the country said,
"We are sometimes accused of
too much drama. But we want
to make going out an experi-
ence. The diner these days not
only wants good food he wants
It in attractive surroundings
and with an envelope of atten-
tion!"
Orly one thing depresses
Baum — the reluctance of
Americans to enter the cater-
ing trades.
"There's nothing demeaning
In being a waiter and giving
pleasure to others." he said. "I
wonder how many young peo-
ple know that a good chef can
make $10.000,or $20,000 or even
$30.000 a Year?"
Changeless Change
The most widely used coinage
material in the world—an alloy
of 75% copper and 25% nickel—
is used in more than 270 denom-
inations circulating in 94 coun-
tries. The United States has used
*this alloy for its five-cent piece
since 1866.
Population Study
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) —
' With the help of a 8672,000
Ford Foundation grant, an ex-
panded training and research pro-
gram in population will be
developed by the nation's first
Department of Demography at
so the University of California's
Berkeley campus.
Associate Professor Judith
• Blake Davis, department chair-
man, says the five-year project•will help enlarge the world pool
of demographic experts.
Squirrels do not reach full
...et• size until two years old.
* '• * '
San Francisco had only 1,000
7 inhabitants in 1848.
• • •
Birds have the highest body
4"4..e. temperatures of all creatures,
4 *. • : ranging from 104 to 110 degrees.
• • •
.•••
'••
END OF THE LINE Stalled motorists look at the remains of
1 bridge over Tujunga Wash in Sunland, Calif after raging
waters tote the structure's prikligampuisnasy.
George Washington 'was a
leader in trying to) establish
riiver-nprir•ri
eIeAt
MORE GOOD FOOD AT LOW
GuRINiHIN CRACKERS lbs. 59e
& WHITE LIMAS _ _ _ _ # 303 can 190
Del Monte French Style
GREEN BEANS
American Beauty
MIXED VEhETABLES
WESSON OIL
Sunflower
# 303 can 23°
- # 300 can 2 cans 27'
  48-ox, 790
MEAL Plain Or Self-Rising 5 lbs.
Easy 
iliUmIlidnyETERGENT quart 39'
FAD giant size 59°
Field -Pork
SAUSAGE 1b.5.5
Field -Fully Cooked
ShankHAMS
9c 59c
NABISCO
F 1
NEWTONS
.1.1. 29,Pkg.
KEEBLER
SWEDISH
KREMES
15-oz.
39'
Duncan Hines
CAKE MIX
a.
FIELD
CHESTNUT
71 011!
FRYERS lb:- 290
Pure GROUND BEEF .490
STEAK Pcek 490
oc  ROAST 390
FieldiENERS .490
CRISCO Ms' 7
Pride of Illinois
ASPARAGUS
BACON
55'
KEL
SLOPR JOE L  49'
11-oz.
COFFEE MATE 69e
 35*
Shedd's - 32-oz.
PRUNE JUICE
  39*
Pr& - 22-oz.
SPRAY STARCH _ _
Veri-Rest - 2 lbs.
CHEESE SPREAD
 59*
 69*
Single Slice - American, 
Swiss, Pimento 12-oz.
CHEESE  
55
Miracle Whip - 1-1b.
MARGARINE
Dellted - 18-ox.
GRAPE JAM
Country Tavern - 4-ea.
BLACK PEPPER 
Kraft - 7-ox
MACARONI DINNER
1.000 161-ind - - Cole Slaw
KRAFT DRESSINGS
29'
 29'
  25'
  2/37*
8-oz.
  3 for '1.00
Frosty acres - 6-oz.
ORANGE JUICE ----------------23 9
FROSTY SEAS SEAFOOD DINNERS t)
Fish Cake _ 35'
Haddock _ _ 47'
Scallop  65'
QQ SALMON  1 lb. 79'
Flounder  47'
Perch  43'
PUFFS
280/2-Ply
VAN CAMP
F°R $1.00 TUNA
y.#
239°
FOLDER'S
COFFEE
25° •
NIBLET
WHOLE KERNEL
12-oz.
YELLOW CORN
23'
Beef
SHORT
RIBS 390
BEEFStew
a.
Cabbage - 
S'
RaStsbes _ 
_.3 
_ 
cto. 194
01:::geseasos_ 
:32.s94.
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The image dearly obeyed the
two MOM but Me etee meld
be iiiHmelleld liatNieihes-
ed the elleitilieehig
sagg 1.1gis6 es land men ea
Ile 1660. moppet Mem Mere
MS bmws mid then ferry
them beck to the noothership.
bele communications with
ths two pilots was virtually non-
eldstent at the time
Ikadrops reading me CIR.
• buit yommermet." McDivitt letd
the ground omelet center Mom
lag the brief period when memo
comeemieseiens, wren theme.-
Schwelekart. who is schedul-
ed to porters a two-hour space-
walk Thursday, was wearing the
large white backpack breathing
Emit tbat be will use outside the
spacecraft. It is identical to the
eat that moon explorers
MM.
The crew treader get under-
way more than an Me bite to-
day — apparently because of a
troublesome navigation tale-
ewe — but the pilots recoup-
almost of the loot tine by late
arming after several stamenni•
cations teats were cancelled.
The day's activity was eft-
duled to end in the anemia
with a six-minute firing of
apkIer's landing weep its6
the first rocket as Met MS
Is throttled — much like the
motor in a car.
Schweickart conducted a ae-
ries of preliminary tests before
McDivitt joined him. When the
commander was ready to begin
Ihe transfer, he said:
191 put the checklist away
mid III put my helmet on and
be over in a minute."
"Wait a minute," replied
Schweickart. "I'm going to have
to get these hoses hooked up."
lie apparently referred to cou-
lee hoses.
A few minutes after McDivitt
joined Schweickart in the loa-
m lender, he told his copilot:
-ru get dinner -ready when
mere ready."
"Boy, sin I hungry," said
Schweickart.
Before the transfer began, Dr.
Charles Berry, the chief astro-
naut physician, talked with the
Crew. •
• "They reported no additional
emplanes of colds, although
thine vas some nasal stuffiness
-a
im to the oxygen en-
" a space agency
said.
EnNational Restaurant Assoc-
entinaates the food service
VIII create 75,000 new
jibe aids year mad will require
MAD replacements annually,
-
Hospital Report
Census — Adults .... III
Census — Nursery .. I
Admissions. Meech %
Joseph Bealn, Ahem; 1111m.
an* Robertson end bag
Dover, Tana.; Mho Llida
31161 amp Streit. leiream Kra
Dade Wrist lapford. Mite 1.
LreneMic Master David L.
Denim Hiss Sandra Whim Rut
Ulk ilkabsth Hall MMJ, IMP
ray; Johany Carroll, Hole's Th.
Crt.. Murray; Mrs. Leered& Alif-
07. Mete 1. Hazel; Ifithy be
Ileste l Remy; Hrs.
Einkble Oak Eiselts 2. Kirk-
mg Cloy Weft illeed;
Ma Self, 115 Ewa lath St.
Murray.
Demoheete
Mrs. Beata Rammill, IMO
Forestdale Street. *Mb Pass.
Tenn., Miss Jill limegissetallet
4. Murray; Mee. Chplet
MEd ItehlI. S Hassman.
kw** 110. .11/1466.
les U. WM* Men.--
Res. Swab I. MIN* Herr
Bert. Iles&P IR alerts,: Silbert
Willem Deets 3. Illerser;
Hvgb D Route 1, Alm; We-
(Midis Curd, Route 2, Murray.
REFUSE SUPPORT
•-- =
ISORDON UPI - Almost 100
rs of the Labor party
refused to stpport the Leb-
er government's study recomm-
gar  cres to reduce nod-
al. - vtuch have hamper-
ed imports over the years.
Bane of Commits, how.
seer, approved the measure Mon-
day by a vote of 224 to 62 becau-
se the cemosition Conservative
ty members abstained on the
issue. Nine liberal members and
55 Laborites voted against the
bill while another 40 abetuned.
514E'S It, Diana Schweick-
art. the youngest daughter of
Apollo 9 astronaut Russet' L
Schweickart, tells reporters
in Seabrook. Tex., by mer-
rily holding up four fingers.
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Society meeting will begin at
am., with the program to
Mort at II:30. Diastase will be
U new with a sack lunch foe
lowiap Nursery facilities will
be provided.
Guild members will meet at
P:30 put.
Principal speaker at both
meetings will be Miss Virginia
Pickarta. teacher at a second-
ism wheal for girls at Moyam-
ha. Sierra Lem*. A native of
Xmas, Miss Pickarts was ap-
pointed to serve with the Board
of Kiisioas of the former Even-
plical United Brethren in
ISIS. This denomination recent-
ly merged with the Methodist
Church, which until now has
not had work in Sierra Leone.
Mies Pickarts will be intro-
duced by Mrs. W. T. Jackson,
Paris District Chairman of Mis-
sionary Education.
Also on the program will be
Bee. Jerry Corlew, who will
speak briefly on his work m
chairman of Intercity ministry
for the Memphis Conference.
Another feature of the meet-
ing will be a memorial service
for members throughout t he
district who have died during
the past year. The service will
be led by Mrs. L E. McCord.
Current literature will be on
display in the book room, with
Mrs. William Britton in charge.
Severel district officers are
to be elected, and Mrs. Dennis
Page, Memphis Conference Pre-
sident, will be the installing
officer.
Rev. Harrell Townsend, host
pastor, will ask the invocation,
and the benediction will be giv-
EcItenwdien Diggs,ni
Ar-thure 
Dis-
gct byDuS pe 
•niva.ppresident of the
boat w extend greet-
int&
Mrs. Aaro. Steele of Paris
will preside over the morning
meeting, and Miss Pauline Tur-
ner of Martin, District Guild
Secretar, is. in charge of the
evening meeting. 'To Serve the
nt Age" Will be the pro.
theme.
All members of the Women's
iety and Guild in the district
are urged to attend.
There are 10 Kentucky Colleg-
es and Universities that have co-
llege chapters affiliated with Ke-
ntucky Home Economics Assoc-
iation. Students can now pay stud-
ent dues to AREA and receive
individual copies of the Journal
of Home Economics.
Kentucky Home Economics As-
sociation publishes a Home Ec-
onomics Newsletter quarterly.
A SNOWDOG AS VG AS AN 0,1114ANI in Worcester. Mass., is evidence of the snow
,opplt; in New Maisland The scene is the Theta Chi Fraternity at Worcester Polytechnic
Irustitute. with Desalt, FS Holden, Doylestown. Ohio, showing mass.;ot Ox the handiwork
SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Continued Preen Page moss)
more than $13,000 per year per
trainee.
"The Job Corps so far has
spent approximately $18.00C
per year to teach each high
school dropout.
"To feed, clothe, train a boy
In the armed forces costs
074.14, but you expect me to
do the same for my youngster
on $600. ,
"But this one takes the cake
. . . you allow me only 1000 to
take care of my child, but will
give, through A.D.C. $800 to
care for a fatherless child. This
seems to say you think he is
more important than mine.
"I am yelling Uncle, because
I think it is time someone
pointed out these inconsistenc-
ies.
Respectfully,"
John Q. Public
Wife calls and says she will
be late since she is going to
the beauty parlor, so we should
fix our own supper.
Well now, we nowed, wit& t
gourmet's delight shall we con-
coct. After looking into the
pantry, the freezer and the re-
frilerator, we do not see any-
thing that looks instant, so we
begin to look behind the first
layer of things.
Ah, there it was, a plastic con-
tainer of the spaghetti we had
the night before which had
been prepared by our daugh-
ter-in-law. Has all kinds of
spices in it, hamburger, onions,
and a lot of other things.
We put this in a pan and get
what was left of the French
bread that we had with it, and
proceed to slice off a couple of
slices We put butter on these
slices of bread, sprinkle on some
garlic salt, some onion salt and
some parmesan cheese, how-
ever you spell the stuff. •
Pet the bread in the oven, got
out some green olives, some
ripe olives, and some Polski
Wyrob pickles. Put on the hot
water to make some tea and
sat back and relaxed while all
this stuff was bubbling and
baking.
While we ate we Huntleyed and
Brinkleyed, however we must
say that the- mayhem we viewed
on the TV did not noticeably
improve our appetite.
1
a
E Amur This drawing illustrates the March 6 space walk of Apollo 9. with astronaut
E l L Schtteickart -walking- to hatch of the Command Module from Lunar Module"
•• •-•• • •••••••
There Is something about a fel-
low yelling out in some foreign
language, all the while firing
his rifle at a big pile of smoke,
that is somewhat unnerving. We
figured he was yelling to hisl
buddies to come on and rout
the rascals out.
At any rate people were runn-
ing all over the place
We we that that lady reporter
who has been in Viet Nam, Liz
Trotter we think she is, is
back in the USA. They put her
to covering a free food stamp
distribution situation in South
Carolina.
Wender If she noticed much
difference in the Viet Nam war
zone and the situation there?
A women child psycho-analyist
has intimated that a mother
can spend a couple of hours
of "high quality love" with her
child each day and this is suf-
ficient.
We think it is hogwash. One of
the principal attributes of Mo-
ther is just knowing she is
there. The child does not have
to be near her constantly, but
the realization that its mother
Is nearby is the big factor.
We recall when we were a kid,
we'd come home from school
and holler "Mom" and a h c
would answer from somewhere
in the house. We didn't want
anything, just wanted to know
if she was there If she was,
then all was right with the
world arid our sense of secur-
ity and well being remained at
a high level.
We did not learn it this lady
had any children of her own or
not, but the odds are that she
does not.
RAWLERS RELEASED
ACCRA, Ghana UPI - The gov-
ernment has released two Russ-
ian fishing trawlers and their
crews after . bolding them for
Isar months On suspicion of spy-
ing.
• A government statement said
Monday that the boats were re-
leasell after an investigation de-
termined that the nation's sec-
urity "was in no way comprom-
ised."
Home Economics education la-
ys the foundation for a profession
Is well as an avocation.
5.
Deliver
Sitting Up?
BEVERLY HILLS, CAL.
U P I : Modern women
should imitate Africa's
tribeswomen and deliver
their babies sitting up, an
obstetrician says.
Dr. Frans G. Geldenhuys
of the University of Preto-
ria, South Africa, told col-
leagues at the 24th annual
obstetrical and Gynecolog-
ical Assembly of Southern
California that prior to 100
years ago, mothers re-
mained in an upright posi-
tion to bear their young—
sitting or squatting as they
still do in the African bush.
Modern medical prac-
tices had the effect of plac-
ing the mother on her back
for delivery, running the
risk that the weight of the
baby will constrict large
blood vessels e mother
supply blood and
oxygen to the baby's brain.
Dr. Geldenhuys says ev-
erything in the delivery
room is set up so the moth-
er must lie on her back to
W1DNE13DAY — MARCH 5. 1911/
ABOARD THE RECOVERY SHIP in the Atlantic, the aircraft currier-Guadalcanal. crewmen
try to spot the A !wino 9 PS it WhOriSheS ursa,. the sky.
deliver.
"We must do it for prac-
tical reasons," he said,
''which is a pity bcause it
would be a good thing if
the delivery were in an up-
right position."
Dr. Geldenhuys said if
the mother is upright, she
can press down and use her
muscles more efficiently to
ease passage of the baby.
Geldenhuve admitted
there was no evidence that
upright-born babies had
less chance of brain dam-
age than those born con-
ventionally.
WANKS
O'SAGE
Peaches  . 3 Nna21ne 870
KRAFT 7-oz,
Macaroni Dinner - 2 450
Smaggs4er
Suppers
I
Pkgs.
I 89(t
I Country dozen
EGGS---450
Solid
Margarine
2 lbs. 290
*Salisbury Steak
*Pepper Steak
*Beef & Gravy
*Pork & Gravy
539'
FRESH MEATS
e
Steak Specials t4ii
T-BONES 11). 991
PROTEN
PS
PROTEN
... 6•11). 8940
57'45 -
RIB STEAKS -- -lb. 79e
SWISS lb. 69.1L
- Cut Any Thickness
1 4 - tut for ('hops
PORK LOIN
LEGS & THIGHS
ERWIN'S 641 COUNTRY STYLE
SAUSAGE
SLICED, DERINED
• 59'
.45c
• 53'
SLAB BACON 49c
FLAVOR-KIST one pound ••••
Graham Crackers - - - - 350
*PRODUCE*
GREEN 
ONIONS _ - _ - 10'
TOMATOES _ _ 39'
NEW
POTATOES
WINESAP
APPLES _ 4 lbs 59'
15c -
•
Keebler Elf Cottage
PLAYHOUSE $150
SAVE15C
MTN INIS COUPON ON THREE PACEMES
BOUNTY
TOWELS 3 is1
Offer Expires
Marc 15.
I Tip UNCOMMONLY
• COOrnE5 OVEN CLEANER 69°
Ritdeilmet,a
only at SWANN'S MET.
'Expo'os Mar, ath.wohout Coupon Gt Su:._ Els
Swann's
ewe corm.. Pee mreenriee
HNAL
rouG
FABRIC SOFTENER
GIANT di UZ SIZE
WITH THIS COUPON
Limit 1 coupon
bottle purchased
• 31
SOLID
IV,
• .0.6•A•40.
•
%6
leg
w-. 'm 
SPRAY FOAM
RUG CLEANER
GLORY _ _ _ _ $189
JET DRY for AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS — — 9Ek
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AUCTION SALE
ilk.UCTION: Antique and house-
hold Auction Sale, Saturday,
March 8, at 10:00 a. in., at the
Late Otis Edwards home place
Located one mile north of
Backuiburg Hill on Brewers
Road; four miles west of Kirk-
my. This is an old established
home with antiques handed
down for years. The largest and
II
best lot I have seen for sale in
)4 long time. Too many items
to list seperately. Also nice mo-
dern furniture and appliances.
: • Don't miss this good sale. Sale
by Otto Chester, Auction Serb
vice, Lynn Grove, Kentucky,
phone 4354042. In cue of rain
sale will be the following Sat-
urday at the same time. 1TP
WANTED TO BUY
'WANTED: Ear corn; Ky. 31
Fescue ; Red Myer. Call 345-
2225. Farmington Sweet Feed
Mill. 111-11-g
' WANTED: Poplar himber, 1013
board feet. Must be dry. Phone
. 753-4836 after 6:00 p. M. M-7-Pi
WANTED: Used upright piano.
Phone 753-3992 after 5:00 p. in.
ITC
PERSONAL
TO THE PERSON who wrote
me a letter. Yes, I would like
to know more on this matter.
M-5-C
WANTED TO LEASE
WANT TO LEASE or buy air
,cured tobacco base. Phone 435-
45233 after 5 p. in., Max Work-
man. M-6-C
REAL "STAYS IFOR SALO
BY OWNER: A 2-bedroom
frame house with living room,
bath, kitchen and utility. Storm
windows and doors. Price 119,
500.00. Phone 753-1656. M-6-P
'MODERN BRICK house on one
acre lot. His two bedrooms, Ittbaths, dim, large hying „om 1967 FERGUSON trader. Plow,
dining room, kitchen, utility disc, corn drill. Priced to sell.
room, car Phone 753-3323. port. Has electric heat M-7-P
and air conditioned. Two miles
ml
POE SAL'
LT x OY EMBASSY Mobile
Home, '67 Model. Three-bed-
room, all-electric, birch panel-
ing throughout Good condition.
Phone Puryear 247-3949 attar
4:00 p.m. or 7535346. TrNc
1966 STYLE MAR mobile home
One owner. Fully carpeted. Call
Marvin Swann, Bank of Murray
M-5-P
ROME MADE peanut brittle,
fresh daily, 50e bag. Phone
IRON for free delivery.
M-13-C
IF carpet beauty doesn't show'
Clean it right and watch it
glow. Use Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Tidwell's
Paint Store. 11-8-C
RUGS a mess? Clean for less
with - Blue Lustre! Rent elec-
tric shampooer $1. Western
Auto Store. M-8C
YOU SAVED and slaved for
wall-to-wall carpet. Keep it new
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. M-8-C
THREE-SPEED English Racer
bicycle. See at 208 Irvan. 753-
5945. M-8-C
HAY, see J. W. Coleman, Route
5, Murray. Phone 753-3038.
GIRLS 28-inch English style bi-
cycle. In excellent condition.
Practically new. Phone 753-
8479. M-8-C
1963 FORD Galaxie 500 XL, 4-
door hardtop. Power steering
and brakes, automatic transmis-
sion. Also some antiques. Call
492-8504 after 6:00 p. in. M-6-C
NEW DLSHW&SHER, portable,
front loader. Small damage,
large discount. Dick & Dunn,
118 South 12th. Phones; 753-
3037 or 482-8199. M-6-C
USED 8' x 40' Trailer. Nice for
lake life. Contact Huse Warren
436-5840. M-10-P
from city on 641 South. Cell
753-3274 before 2:00 p.
M-7-P
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
fill air conditioning, all elite-
atric, large kitchen, carport. Near
Robertson School. By owner.
Call 753-1292 days or 7538973
nights- M-7-C
THREE - BEDROOM Colonial
brick. Near College. Air condi-
tioned. Phone 753-8451. H-M-7-C
* REAL ESTATE *
For Sale
GOOD HOUSE ind 11 acres
more or less, located in
Golo. A good buy for only
$10.000.00
FINE BAIT SHOP in G?and
Rivers, Kentucky. 10 year
lease on building. Purchase
all stock for
114,000.00
Morgan,
Trevathan
& Gunn, Inc.
ineurance-Real Estate
Mortgage Loans-Auctions
Sonde
NM B. 120, Berton, KY.
Phone 527.2141; 527.2151;
5274224
1I-S-C
HALLECRAFTERS SX-25 Super
Dynamic Conwnunications short.
wave radio receiver. Phone 753-
8782. 21-7-P
USED BASSINETT with lining
for either girl or boy. Phone
753-4680. M-7-C
BUY WOOL SLACKS and sweat
era at half price. Spring sports
wear arriving now. Stop and
see. The Stripe Shop, 603
South 4th St. April-8-C
TELEVISION Jenny Lind bed
chifferobes, sideboard, table and
numerous items. Perhaps what
you want. Dickersons. 3 miles
north of Murray or 641. Phone
753-3218. 1TP
TROPICAL FISH & Supplies.
Wilson Aquariums, 405 North
16th. Phone 753-7401. New
hours-12:00 noon to 8:00 p. in.,
7 days a week. Special: Used 55
gallon tank, cabinet and sup-
plies. $65.00. M-7-P
DARK RED POLL registered
Hereford bull. Phone 753-3336
after 5:00 p. in. M-7-P
THE LEDGER &TIME -- MURRAY, KENTUCKY
NIL/ VISIUSTID
WANTED: Man to work la Se -
eel hardware stare. Must be re-
liable and willing to meet re'
*mange positioa. Sales, open
Writ, giving full resume to
P. 0. Box ask mum, Er-
Mare/a-10C
OPPORTUNITIES
NOW OPIIN
B00116
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
Phone 7512352
Age 164S
1. Maintenance Man
2. Steam Finisher
3. Pressers
•
WOMAN to do telephoning, 2
hous a day. Earn $16.00 per
week steady. Apply in person,
.1-43 ChemisU Co. on Industrial
Road. M-5-C
EMPLOYED MAN. Repair type-
writers part time. Work with
distributor. Company trains. Lo-
cal interview. Write: Box 25,
'Glenshaw, Pa. 15.7-P
TO BUY OR SELL
-REAL ISTATS -
See
Fulton Young Realty,
4th & Maple St.,
Or The Square,
Murray, Kentucky
Offic. phone 753-7333
Horne Phone, Fulton You
753-4%4;
IL S. Patterson 434407
11-7
COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES
Located Acrces From
The Oaks Country Club
Ten Spacious Lots
All 200z600 Feet
Protective Restrictions
Each Lot 2% Acres
These beautiful lots are only 2 miles from
the city. Beautiful building sites for the
home you have always wanted. Paved street.
Jack and Lillian Blackwell
Developers
Oaks Country Club Road 912 753-8977
lte
LUBRICATION and clean on
man wanted. Apply in person,
Sanders-Purdom Motor Sales,
1406 Main. M-104
BABY STITER in my home,
3:30 p. M. to 6:00 p. in. Mon.
day-Friday. ,S:00 p. in. to 6:00
p. in. Saturday. Children's ages
are 7 and 11. Phone 753-4718.
M-7-P
WANTED, night cook, 3 to 11
p. in. shift. Phone 753-4421.
M-7-C
FOR LEAS.
114 =OE dark fired tobac-
co leek Will sell one year.
6100.00. Mrs. Craig Outland,
Phone 753-5733. 114-1)
AVON, add to your family in-
come. Only a few hours daily.
Start your own business now.
Become an Avon Representat-
ive. Write Mrs. Evelyn L
Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist- 440,
Shady Grove Road, Marlon,
Kentucky '0064. 1:14-7-C
SIRVICIS OFFERED
DUNIUTE ROOFING Co. Inc.
Complete new and recover
shingle roofing service. Spec-
talking in repairs. Guaranteed
workmanship. 40-2196 Kirksey,
EI. Trc
HORSE S: At stud, 2 regist-
ered 5 gaited stallions, Pre-
miers Pride by Stonewall Pre-
mier, Ensigns Majestic Style by
Majestic Ensign Top breeding
In USA. One registered Welch
pony, show type. Sales-Train-
ing-Boarding. Blackwell Sta-
bles. Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone
753-0977. 11areh-31-C
NOTICI
NOME: We repair all makes
-amino cleaners, toasters, sia-
en, irons. heaters, all wadi
appliances. Ward is Elkins, 40
Magski. Marchal-C
BEAT THE SPRING rush per-
iod. Call now and let me talk
with you about your teem ad-
dition or new house. Spedells-
las in kitchen reasdelMS mid
updating. I will be glad to dis-
cuss your ideas with you a
give an estimate without any
obligation. Call Gerald L. Cart-
er, 753060. 15-7-C
ELECTROLUX SALM & Ser-
vice, Box 113 Murray, Ky.. C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176
Lynnville, Ky. March-12.0
TAILORING and alterations. 22
years experience. Georatine
Wells, 304 North 7th Street.
GET RID of pests, they wall
leave on their own Termites No
right on eating if you ignore
them. Kelly's Pest Control is the
answer, locally owned and op-
ended for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day. If it's
a pest call us. Phone 753-3914.
Hunter Chamber of Commerce
and Builders Association LCP-
195. Kelly's Pest Control, 100
So. 13th Street, phone 753-3914.
H-11-5-C
ROBERSON'S T. V. Service, now
open in Coldwater. We service
all makes and models. Color,
Black and White. Used T. V.'s
for sale. Phone 489-3993.
21-5-C•
AUTOMOBILES FOR SAL!
1965 RAMBLER wagon. Low
mileage. Clean. Price, $650.00.
Phone 436-2322. 11-6-C
1964 CHEVROLET Bel Air, 283
automatic. Phone 753-8863.
MO-P
1957 RAMBLER station wagon.
Good condition. Inspected. Only
$50.00. Phone 474-2908. 114-C
1966 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder, 3-
speed Good condition. Phone
753-7235. M-7-P
FOR RENT
"BELTONE factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aidl, Wallis Drugs. •
1:1-1TC
POI SINT oft Laws.
COMMERCIAL building, 20' x
50'. Has hydraulic hoist. Newly
remodeled. Available immed-
iately. Call Carl Howard Con-
struction, 489-3811 after 5:00
p.m. 114-C
1111:711114111111
081011111/1112111111
IS YOUR business for sale?
Businesses only! For fast, con-
fidential service, call 471-1930
or write BYERFINDER SY-
STEM, Sikeston, Mo. 11-7-C
* Your Guide *
TO GOOD EATING
Don't Dine The
Ordinary Way,
Step Up and Step Out
T. The
The Holiday Inn
- Ti The -
* MEXICAN BUFFET*
W•tinesday Evening,
Mardi 5th.
5:00 p. m. se 10:00 p. on.
Ittiaoryothint Accepted
Phone 753-59%
V
Card Party
Coming Up)
Select Your Gifts
from
"The Wishing .
Well"
In
Western Auto
Peanuts®
Nancy
WHY
THE
MAD
FAH..2ji
--y-
FURNISHED apartment for
couple or students. Phone
6229 or 753-6012. ITC
4-BEDROOM (one panelled) two-
story brick home for rent. New
gas furnace, carport, large
ty. Excellent location, 1000
Sharp Street. Available March
22. Write Bob Gass, 1616 S. W.
10th Street, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. Phone 524-5341. 1144
THREE-ROOM furnished apart-
ment. Newly decorated. Call
753-5945 after 5:00 p. m. MEC
NEATLY FURNISHED 2-bed-
room apartment with kitchen
and den. Couple only. Located
100 South 13th. Kelly's Pest
Control. M-6-C
TWO-BEbROOM trailer, avail-
able now, $45.09 per month.
One 2-bedroom available March
21, $50.00 per month. Phone
489-3623. - 1I-6-C
WEDNESDAY - MARCH 5. 1969
US. Air Base
To Be Airport
For Casablanca
LOST AND POUND
LOST: 1969 red ruby Calloway
High class ring, belonging to
Larry Dale Tabers. 11 found,
notify Larry, Murray, Ky., Route
2 or call Mrs. Willis Short,
phone 489-3245.
LOST: a pair of children's tan-
rimmed glasses near the Dairy
Queen. Phone 753-5911 days and
753-1280 after 5:00 p. in. 1TP
By PETER A. GASKELL
CASABLANCA (UPI) - The
former U.S. Strategic Air
Command base at Nouasseur,
near Casablanca, will be in oper-
ation again in October, 1969 -
but as Casablanca's new civil
airport. --
Once used by SAC B-52's,
and B-135 tankers, the new
Nouasseur will be one of Africa's
biggest, most modern and safest
airports. It will be able to take
the biggest jets, includ'ag the
supersonic Cpncorde.
Reconverted over a period of
two years, Nouasseur will replace
the present Casablanca airport
located near the high class resi-
dential suburb of Anfa.
The United States has aided
the Moroccan government in the
reconversion with a $6.3 million
AID loan, and has also provided
credits totaling $2.6 million for
new installations for Morocco's
national airline "Royal Air
Maroc-.
Nouasseur will also be a
regional communications center,
able to contact planes by radio
within a 1000-mile radius. The
installation of an instrument
landing system by the Moroccan
aviation authorities will make
automatic landings at the airport
possible.
Located 22 miles, or a half-
hour drive, south of Casablanca,
\ (masseur is an ideal location for
an airport. say officials here.
It is free of obstructions, has a
level terrain and AIL -also more..
inland than the present Ants
airport. •
Weather conditions are better
too because coastal fog, which
sometimes bedevils 0% ing at Anfa
rareh reaches the \outwear site.
This will leave the new airport
Fr,-- of what one Americ-an AID
official described as the "very
dangeroos- flight conditions
The average annual rainfall for
Utah is 14.74 inches.
• * *
The 1960 census showed that
96 of every 100 Utah residents
was born in the United States.
• • *
l'he first airmail flight in
America's history was from New
Orleans to Baton Rouge, La., in
April, 1912..
The Cape Hatteras National
Seashore, established in 1953,
was the first such area set up by
the National Park Service.
sometimes prevailing at
Casablanca-Anfa.
The Oriental custom of
keeping crickets in fancy cages
continues to this day, says the
National Gertgr:ptic.
The Grand Banks near
Newfoundland qualify as one of
the world's foggiest stretches of
water.
• • •
More than 700 special honors
and awards, including about 200
medals, were conferred on
Herbert Hoover during his
* • •
The first printing press in
America was set up by Stephen
Daye of Cambridge, Mass., in
1640.
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A NEW
TEACHER:
TAME REPtACED
MISS OTHMAR
IRMA
CALLED
ME A
SNOOP
Abbie 'N Slats
I CAN'T ACCEPT.TNIS !
I WON'T
I AGREE-- HOW
YOU'RE DARE
THE YOU
NOSIEST SAY
KID IN THAT?
TOWN
THIS COULD BE THE GREATEST STORY OF
THe YEAR - THE DISCOVERY OF AN
UNKNOWN PLAY BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE.
I'M PHONING THE WIRE SERVICES
14=1
WAIT TILL 12LITTLE ROLLO
GREPSLEY HEARS
ABOUT THIS,
YES, MA'AM' YES, MA'AM, IF YOU
SAY So,,,IF M051...IF I HAVE
TO-IF I NAVE NO CHOICE....
EXCUSE
ME
V. ••• ...boy yore...
Ca. 111•9 by Ur*/ Nebo"
by Charles M. Schulz
by Ernie Bushnuller
-
u SHA1 ,L L
"DOES NOT THE FACE REBUKE
THERE'S SORROW WHICH WAS TOO
SORE LAID
WHICH WINTER'S WIND CANNOT
BLOW
• S .or -•ii
by V.. No.* i,••••••
0
PUBLIC
PHONE
byR.VanBursn
SOON, ROLLO, YOU WILL CEASE
BEING AN OBSCURE UTILE SCHOOL
TEACHER WITHERING ON THE VINE...
Lir Abner
-AND TURN INTO A STARRY-
E.`iED PATRIOT, Li - LERr-
EAT THOM THEM?- NOT
-cHuCKLE!-MEnr
byy.
...waatai••••w•••••••••••••••••sow•v•V.V*****Va,p•vvvvv
•••
by Al Capp
YOU'VE GOT ONE MINUTE
TO CHOOSE!! THE PATRIOATS
OR THE SIDEWALK!!
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PAGE FOURTEEN
Can Computer Match The
Job With The Job Hunter
Computers may sir ve to
ch male and female ear
or marriage but
matching be used to in
aation's job-hunters and jobopen-
tete together to alleviate unem-
DiCstroposal for a National
Computer Job Bank, made in the
1968 Republican platform, has
Med to stir um enthusiasm &mo-
m, the nation- s Indepenoent busm-
an owners, it *weirs.
The Natiooal Federation of in-
Charm Will
Be Subject
Of School
Learn bow "Charm Can Be
Yours" by attending one of the
area "Charm schools" which wi-
ll be presented Friday, March
71h, in Pattiath at the Extension
Service Assembly Rooms of the Federation research staff. Miley
McCracken Courthouse and Sat-1 employers have complained to
arday, March 8th, in Mayfield, ! the Federation that they cannot
at the First Baptist Church Fe!- ! find qualified people to fill their
lowship Hall from 9:30-12:30. The ! job requirements - mechanics,
public is invitee. sales people, office help, etc. --;
Speakers for the program are:
Mrs. N. S. Grove, a model, cos-
metic consultant and teacher of
charm, at Craughan's Business
College in Paducah, will demon-
strate bow "Charm Can Be You-
rs", Frbky and Saturday. She
is a gradelleofStephens College, stud job search might not increa-
niajortne Is art and merchandis- ! se placements substantially. Fur- •
tog , ant the Nancy Taylor Fin- thermore, some of the "match-
isting sod Mold* School. es" resulting from a r
Mx.- — I L4 Sabo-Paw' or minima- -deta svisteei-
Maniedlet Business, In a Nadia.
1Mo poll Oo this mieedme, lam
buitaminail SillfSititilltitgar.
east Is favor. 4Ipsrosat appopad.
and 8 percent uodecided. '
Businessmen polled in Kentuc-
ky responded with support from
46 percent, opposition from U
percent and the balance of 16
percent uncommitted.
The Federation, whose legis-
lative stand is determined by thel,
businessmen's votc, will take no
 position on this issue because
neither side gained a maprit
nationally.
The Computer Job Bank, as an
alternative to the present exten-
sive job placement servic=
erated by the government,
endy failed to gain wide stMpoli
because many businessmen see
the unemployment problem as
much more complicated Maass&
tching available jobs with mill.
motion Mow& and Fastlioa
ordlnliee WEI Irving A. Brigid
Como., M Padiesk, will dew
°Gottae wilt models "Fulda'
and Accessories. kr Tos“
the Friday meeting. His kneel
to:location is in the fieldoiteeente-
little' art and buskins. airbag
barked for 16 years as Midas
coordinator and stint prelliater.lately-owned employment ageoci-
Mr. Lawter wortsollb tasoadars es.
who have aspirations toward a Despite these aspects, nearly
career in modeling, fashion de. half of the polled bu.sinessmendo
sign or a related field. He is ac. ble use of modern techno10117
lithe in civic affairs, such as tht which might be more efficient,
Haar Creek Girl Scout Council, in time and money, than present
Vadosoly Citizens' Advisory Co. clerical methods.
miallise and the Paducah Met. ! The independent business pr-
ropontan Community Council. oprietors have previously voted ,
Mrs. Harold Elliott, co-owner quite strougly against major ex-
of the Jean Elliott Shops in May- pansion of the U. S. Employme:.t
field and Martin, for the Satur-'Service and against a S4 Whoa
day morning program will prese-
nt a spring bishioa thaw with
clothing from the Jean Elliott
formodels choosing clothing
. She will demonstrate with
the right figure, appropriate dr-
ess and accessories that make
the costume. A native of Char-
t/Silk 
=
Mrs. Elliott IS a 
id SE Missouri State
god - re en.arit of
"Designee id the Y ea r Award"
from Triplett! Fashion Design
School, New York City, sponsor-
6c1 by Mademaisaile.
The "Charm School" is plan-
ned and presented as a cooperat-
ive effort of the Purchase Area!
Clothing Leaders of the Cooperat-
ive Extension Homemakers Cie-
bs and the University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Home Ec-
onomists coordinated by Cather-
Me C. Thompson, Home Econom-
ist, Specializing in Clothing &
Textiles, and Mrs. Dean Roper,
Home Economist, Specializing in
Youth.
A registration fee of $1.00 for
admits and $.50 for students will
be charged.
able job-lumters.
To a. large extent, the unempl-
oyment problem is that many job.
seekers do not have the skills
that business needs says the
end these jobs go unfilled. Thus,'
it is possible that while 21,i mill- !
ion persons may be unemployed,'
this many or more jobs may go
begging, at the same time, the ,
Federation says.
Thus a wider, more sophisu. -
prove impractical from a reloc-
ation standpoint.
Some of the businessmen's cp.
position to a Nation-al Computer
Jett Bank is also based on theob-
that it would increase,
It taxpayer expense, the gover-
ement's already considerable co-
Iiintition with thousands of pref.
a year Federal program to crea-
te pubtic service jobs for Uri-
core unemployect.
Upgrading the skills Of the
unemployed to meet the needs!
of modern busies& is, the crux ,
of the unemploymen problem,
as many businessmen see it.
Thus, the independents, voting
through the Federation, recently
supported the proposal that Con-
gress enact a program of tax ,
incentives to businesses which
will hire and train the unskilled
worker.
40 INNOCENTS IN RED
CHINA - b facque, Hebert
and Pierre Elliott Trudeau (Ox-
ford $5.50): 141r -in 1%0 two
French Canadians - one en au-
thor and publisher, the _other
a Montreal profeiwur -of .,-on-
stitutional law-toured mainland
()Una aniPteturned to write a
dim. light-hearted. theughtful
volume on what the,' had it..arff
and 'ern.
ONI tam A4343 this March the National, Advinory Commis-
mon on Civil Disorders the Kerner Report, examined th.
, situation nationany. and now one year later, Urban Ameni
Inc.. ilinsded by former Gov Terry Sanford of North Caro
leak reports an asaay of progress that evoke% this sketch ofen psreas in our cities.., . "Poverty remains a pervasive
fact of life There are no programs th.it seriously threat-
en the coi)tinifed eNistem-i• of owpa."
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To a Competitor?? up the street, we read your ad of last
week.
UNCLE JEFF'S keeps prices low and this is how we do so.
' Our customers don't pay for them fancy swingittg doors,
And all that tile and carpet on the floors. Tit also true
they don't pay managers by the scores,
Nor Supervisors on far away shores!
Low prices more and more soon will cause managers
by the scores, and Supervisors from far away shores
To come-a-running and a-pounding upon
UNCLE JEFF'S ragged doors.
With this edition we end these little lines of wit,. That is if our Competitor wants to quit,
But if they choose to carry on. . . Make no mistake,
UNCLE JEFF can sing the same song.
We are not a member of a Chain nor any Tennessee Clan,
So we sign ourselves the Murray', Kentucky, man!
TOWELS
BOUNTY
2 ROLL
PKG.
037
UNCLE JEFF
GIVE S
20A OFF
' ON AL L
FILM DE VE LOPING
10 ROLL
PKG.
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